
Victor D. Del Vecchio
Assistant General Counsel

January 23,2008

VIAHAND DELIVERY

Ms. Debra A. Howland
Executive Director and Secretary
New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission
21 S. Fruit Street, Suite 10
Concord, NH 03301

~ •ver'709
185 Franklin Street, 13th Floor
Boston, MA 02110-1585

Phone 617 743-2323
Fax 617 737-0648
victor.delvecchio(al,verizon.com

Re: DT 07-011- VERIZON NEW ENGLANDINC., BELL ATLANTIC
COMMUNICATIONS, INC., NYNEX LONG DISTANCE
COMPANY, VERIZON SELECT SERVICES INC. AND
FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS, INC. Joint Application for
Approvals Related to Verizon's Transfer of Property and Customer
Relations to Company to be Merged with and into FairPoint
Communications. Inc.

Dear Ms. Howland:

Verizon New England Inc., Bell Atlantic Communications, Inc., NYNEX Long
Distance Company and Verizon Select Services Inc. (collectively "Verizon") and
FairPoint Communications, Inc. ("FairPoint") (collectively, the "Joint Petitioners")
hereby file a settlement agreement with the Staff of the New Hampshire Public Utilities
Commission (the "NH Settlement"), enclosed herewith as Exhibit 1, which sets forth
supplemental conditions to the approval of the transactions described in the above-
referenced docket, including the merger pursuant to the Agreement and Plan of Merger,
as amended, between Verizon Communications Inc., Northern New England Spinco, Inc.
and FairPoint. 1

The NH Settlement was negotiated in response to the issues identified by the
Commission in its December 17, 2007 preliminary deliberations. The supplemental
conditions discussed below significantly strengthen FairPoint's financial condition, result
in a substantially improved debt leverage ratio, provide FairPoint with increased financial

I See Attachment SES-I to Verizon Ex. IP and Attachments SES-6, SES-7 and SES-8 to Verizon Ex. 2P.
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resources to satisfy its commitments and the conditions imposed on the transaction, and
further ensure that the transaction will promote the public good in New Hampshire. The
combination of these conditions fully addresses the issues raised by the Commission
during its preliminary deliberations, as explained in further detail below.

On December 17, 2007, the Commission held preliminary deliberations on the
New Hampshire Joint Application for Approval of Transfer of Certain Assets by Verizon
and Associated Transactions. During those deliberations, the Commission noted that the
Joint Petitioners had entered into a settlement agreement in Maine that modified the
transaction in material ways. The Commission directed the Joint Petitioners to "file the
revised arrangement here or seek the concurrence of New Hampshire parties in doing so."
Transcript of December 17, 2007 Public Meeting at 9. The Commission further stated
that upon receipt of such a filing, it "would have a hearing, with appropriate due process
accorded to other parties, to assess whether the revised transaction or any settlement is in
the public interest." Id.

In response to the deliberations, the Joint Petitioners entered into the NH
Settlement which is being filed with the Commission in accordance with Puc 203.20(e).
The Joint Petitioners request that the Commission schedule a hearing on the NH
Settlement as soon as possible after expiration of the five-day period provided in Puc
203.20(e).2 .

Among other things, the NH Settlement (in conjunction with the Maine and
Vermont settlement agreements) fully addresses the following issues raised by the
Commission in its deliberations3:

Verizon's $297.5 Million Financial Contribution: (a) Verizon will
contribute $235.5 million to the working capital of Spinco immediately
prior to the closing, and FairPoint shall use the $235.5 million to repay
permanently within 30 days of closing the term loan or Spinco securities
issued or incurred at closing; (b) Verizon will contribute an additional $25
million to Spinco's working capital just prior to closing and a further $25
million contribution to FairPoint's working capital on the second
anniversary of the closing, to be used for New Hampshire projects; and (c)
as a result of the Maine stipulation, Verizon will forgive FairPoint's

2 The Joint Petitioners also submit for the Commission's information the stipulation approved by the Maine
Public Utilities Commission, as amended, and the stipulation with the Department of Public Service in
Vermont, enclosed herewith as Exhibits 2 and 3. The transaction has also been approved by the Federal
Communications Commission. The FCC's Order of January 9, 2008 may be found at
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs-public/attachmatchlFCC-07-226Al.doc. AB of the filing of this letter, the
Maine PUC has not yet issued a written order.

3 The following is only a partial list of the benefits contained in the NH Settlement.
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obligation to reimburse Verizon for the cost of certain broadband
expenditures in Maine, effectively providing FairPoint with an additional
$12 million cash infusion, for a total Verizon financial contribution of
$297.5 million.

Verizon and Cam!emini's TSA "Backstop": (a) In the event that the
cutover does not occur within nine months following the closing date,
FairPoint will issue preferred stock to Capgemini to fund the payment of
the TSA fees for Schedule A and D services for months 10, 14 and 15
following the closing, up to a maximum amount of $49.5 million; and (b)
in the event that cutover does not occur before the end of month 10 after
the closing date, and Verizon has been paid all TSA fees, and if at the end
of the prior quarter immediately preceding the date when each monthly fee
is due FairPoint's Leverage Ratio exceeds 4.75, FairPoint will defer the
TSA monthly fees due to Verizon under Schedules A, C and D for months
11, 12 and 13.

FairPoint Financial Conditions: (a) With the first full quarterly dividend
paid after the closing, FairPoint will reduce its aggregate annual dividends
payable on common stock by 35% and FairPoint may not thereafter
increase the dividend on its common stock until certain financial
conditions are met; (b) FairPoint will use all funds from the dividend
reductions to repay debt related to the merger subject to certain terms and
conditions; and (c) beginning in the first quarter of 2009, FairPoint shall
pay the higher of $45 million annually or 90% of its annual free cash flow
towards the repayment of debt related to the merger.

Cutover Process: A third party monitor will be appointed to perform
certain services regarding cutover, which will be funded by FairPoint,
consistent with Staff Exhibit 61.

Broadband: Among other commitments set forth within the NH
Settlement: (a) FairPoint will provide broadband availability to 75% of its
access lines in NH within 18 months of closing and 85% broadband
availability within 24 months of closing; (b) FairPoint will spend at least
$56.4 million on broadband infrastructure within 60 months of closing,
with the requirement to provide broadband availability to 95% of its New
Hampshire access lines and 75% broadband availability to access lines in
UNE Zone 3 exchanges; and (c) at the time of closing, FairPoint will
maintain all prices and speeds offered by Verizon for broadband Internet
access servIce.
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Capital Expenditures: FairPoint will spend a minimum of $52 million in
capital expenditures in New Hampshire during each of the first three years
following the merger, and a minimum of $49 million during the fourth and
fifth years post-merger.

Quality of Service: (a) FairPoint will establish a detailed work plan
regarding double poles within six months of closing, will reduce double
poles to fewer than 500 within 30 months post-close and will set aside
certain funds if it fails to meet specified criteria; (b) three months post-
close or August 1, 2008, whichever is sooner, FairPoint will provide the
Commission with a full network improvement plan; and (c) FairPoint will
be subject to certain quality of service requirements and penalties and will
make service quality reports available to the public.

The changes to the transaction as more fully reflected in the NH Settlement
address the concerns the Commission expressed in its December 17, 2007 deliberations
and further demonstrate that the transaction is in the public interest. The Joint Petitioners
respectfully request that, after notice and hearing on the NH Settlement, the Commission
approve in their entirety the transfer of relevant assets and related transactions, as
modified, as soon as possible so that the proposed three-state transaction may close
promptly.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Very truly yours,

Verizon New England Inc.
Bell Atlantic Communications, Inc.
NYNEX Long Distance Company
Verizon elect Services Inc.

Victor D. Del Vecchio, Esquire
Verizon New England Inc.
d/b/a Verizon New Hampshire
185 Franklin Street
Boston, MA 02110-1585
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cc: Service List

Enclosures

McLANE, GRAF, RAULERSON &
MIDDLETON, PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION

Steven V. Camerino
Sarah B. Knowlton
11 So. Main St., Ste 500
Concord, NH 03301
Telephone (603) 226-0400

FairPoint Communications, Inc.

By Its Attorneys,

rederick J. Co broth
Patrick C. Mc ugh
43 No. Main treet Concord, NH 03301
Telephone (603 )226-1000

Shirley J. Linn, Esquire
Robin E. Tuttle, Esquire
FairPoint Communications, Inc.
521 E. Morehead Street, Suite 250
Charlotte, NC 28202
(704) 344-8150
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

BEFORE THE

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

DT 07-011

VERIZON NEW ENGLAND INC., ET AL. AND
FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

TRANSFER OF ASSETS

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AMONG
THE JOINT PETITIONERS AND THE COMMISSION STAFF

This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is executed and effective

as of the 23rd day of January, 2008, by and among VERIZON NEW ENGLAND INC.

("Verizon NE"), BELL ATLANTIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC., NYNEX LONG

DISTANCE COMPANY AND VERIZON SELECT SERVICES INC. (the foregoing

parties being hereinafter collectively referred to as "Verizon"); FAIRPOINT

COMMUNICATIONS, INC. ("FairPoint," and together with Verizon, the "Joint

Petitioners"); and the Staff of the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission (the

"Staff').

RECITALS:

Verizon and FairPoint filed a Joint Application dated January 31,2007, seeking

authorization from the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission (the "Commission")

with regard to the transfer of regulated landline telecommunications assets and franchises



of Verizon NE and the relevant assets of other Verizon affiliates to companies to be

controlled by FairPoint.

FairPoint has agreed to acqUIre the incumbent local exchange and related

operations of Verizon in the states of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont (the

"Acquired Propeliies"), which will be accomplished by Verizon' s transfer of such

Acquired Properties to affiliates of Verizon ("Telco" and "Newco") directly or indirectly

held by another Verizon affiliate ("Spinco"). On the Closing Date, Verizon will

distribute the stock of Spinco to a distribution agent for the benefit of Verizon's

stockholders, such that Spinco (and therefore Telco and Newco) no longer will be

subsidimies of Verizon. Immediately following the distribution of the Spinco stock,

Spinco will be merged with and into FairPoint, with FairPoint to be the surviving

company (the transfer, merger, and all related transactions being collectively referred to

herein as the "Merger"). As a result of the Merger, FairPoint (which will operate under

its existing name) will own all of the stock of Telco and Newco. References herein to

"FairPoint" following the Merger are to the surviving corporation that will result from the

Merger. Telco intends to conduct business under the trade name "FairPoint

Communications", and will provide, among other things, regulated telecommunications

services in New Hampshire.

Pursuant to a Transition Services Agreement between affiliates of Verizon NE

and FairPoint (the "TSA"), FairPoint will use certain services and systems provided by

Verizon during a period beginning on or about the effective date of the Merger (the

"Closing Date") and, with the exception of those services that FairPoint may request from
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Verizon pursuant to Schedule C of the TSA, ending on the date of cutover from

Verizon's to FairPoint's systems as contemplated by the TSA (the "Cutover").

FairPoint and Verizon have sought regulatory approval for the Merger from the

Federal Communications Commission (the "FCC") (WC Docket 07-22 et al.), the Maine

Public Utilities Commission ("MPUC") (Docket 2007-67), the Vermont Public Service

Board ("VT PSB") (Docket 7270), the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission

("NHPUC") (Docket DT 07-011), and such other governmental authorities as may be

required by law (collectively, the "Merger Review Proceedings"). The FCC approved the

Merger by order dated January 9, 2008. Following the filing of a settlement stipulation

among the Joint Petitioners, the Maine Office of Public Advocate, the MPUC Advocacy

Staff and various intervenors, the MPUC voted to approve the Merger with conditions.

An order to that effect is anticipated to be issued shortly. The VT PSB has issued an

order denying the Merger as proposed. In its order, however, the VT PSB permitted the

Joint Petitioners to submit a revised Merger proposal. The Joint Petitioners have reached

a settlement with the Vermont Department of Public Service ("VT DPS") on a revised

Merger proposal and have filed that revised proposal with the VT PSB.

A prehearing conference was held in Docket DT 07-011 on February 27, 2007.

The Joint Petitioners submitted prefiled testimony on March 23, 2007. The Office of the

Consumer Advocate is participating in this Docket pursuant to RSA 363 :28, II, and

numerous other parties have intervened. Extensive discovery has been conducted. On or

about August 1, 2007, Staff and intervenors submitted prefiled testimony. The Joint

Petitioners submitted rebuttal testimony on September 10, 2007. Also on September 10,

2007, the Staff submitted supplemental testimony stating conditions that would be
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required to be satisfied in order for Staff to be able to recommend approval of the

proposed transactions. The Commission held nine days of hearings during October 2007,

and the parties to this Docket filed briefs in November 2007. On December 17, 2007, the

Commission conducted preliminary deliberations at a public meeting. The Joint

Petitioners and the Staff have conducted settlement discussions during the course of the

proceeding to attempt to settle or narrow their differences.

The Joint Petitioners and the Staff have reached a settlement on the terms and

conditions under which Staff agrees that it will, subject to the terms and conditions

hereof, recommend approval of the Merger and all related transactions. The Signatories

acknowledge that Staff has placed substantial reliance on various representations of the

content of FairPoint's debt agreements in entering into this Agreement. The Signatories

further acknowledge that Staffs support for this Merger, and all related transactions,

depends upon the continuing accuracy of these representations.

AGREED TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR APPROVAL:

1. Definitions: The following terms are used herein with the definitions as follows:

1.1 "Adjusted Consolidated EBITDA " means EBITDA as adjusted by adding

thereto: (i) the non-cash portion of any retirement or pension plan expense and (ii) all

TSA payments and all other one-time cash operating expenditures authorized to be added

back to EBITDA by FairPoint's credit agreement entered into as of the Closing Date to

finance the Merger (the "Credit Agreement"). In any event, Adjusted Consolidated

EBITDA shall be calculated in accordance with the Credit Agreement.
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1.2 ''Broadband Availability" means the ability to provide within a normal

service installation interval: (i) not less than 1.5 megabits per second (Mbps) of

bandwidth for distances up to 22,000 feet from a DSL-equipped central office or wire

center, and (ii) not less than 764 kilobits per second (kbps) of bandwidth beyond 22,000

feet. This definition also includes the use of other technology to achieve at least the same

bandwidth delivery.

1.3 "Business Acquisition" means the acquisition of any business enterprise,

whether through the acquisition of equity interests or assets or by merger or consolidation

or otherwise.

1.4 "Consolidated Debt" means all outstanding debt, guarantees and

contingent obligations of FairPoint and its subsidiaries, plus overdue accounts payable of

FairPoint and its subsidiaries, minus the lesser of: (a) all cash or cash equivalents or (b)

$25 million. In any event, notwithstanding the $25 million cap on cash and cash

equivalents, Consolidated Debt shall be calculated in accordance with FairPoint's Credit

Agreement. Consolidated Debt does not include: (i) prefened stock (or other obligations)

issued to Capgemini pursuant to Section 4.3.1 and unpaid dividends (or interest) thereon

or (ii) TSA payments defened pursuant to Section 4.3.2 and unpaid interest thereon.

1.5 "Cumulative Adjusted Free Cash Flow" means, on a cumulative basis and

commencing on the Closing Date, $40,000,000 plus the Free Cash Flow of FairPoint

calculated and adjusted quarterly by adding: (i) all dividends paid; (ii) all one-time capital

expenditures for broadband expansion and for conversion to the new FairPoint systems to

replace the Verizon operations support systems; (iii) all TSA payments and all other one-

time cash operating expenditures authorized to be added back to EBITDA by FairPoint's
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Credit Agreement, and (iv) cash one-time gains and cash one-time losses from sales of

assets not included in operating income.

1.6 "EBITDA" means eamings before interest, taxes, depreciation and

amortization.

1.7 "Free Cash Flow" means revenue less all cash operating expenses

(including, without limitation, interest payments and tax payments) and cash

contributions to retirement or pension benefit plans, capital expenditures, dividends and

other routine cash expenditures.

1.8 "Interest Coverage Ratio" means the ratio derived by dividing: (a)

Adjusted Consolidated EBITDA by (b) cash interest expense paid pursuant to the Credit

Agreement or the Bond Documents (defined in Section 2.8). In any event, the Interest

Coverage Ratio shall be calculated in accordance with FairPoint's Credit Agreement.

1.9 "Leverage Ratio" means the ratio derived by dividing: (a) Consolidated

Debt by (b) Adjusted Consolidated EBITDA. In any event, the Leverage Ratio shall be

calculated in accordance with FairPoint's Credit Agreement; provided, however, that the

amounts contributed by Verizon, plus any interest earned or gains thereon, pursuant to

Section 2.5.2 of this Agreement shall be excluded in the calculation of the Leverage

Ratio.

1.10 "Merger Agreement" means the Agreement and Plan of Merger dated as

of January 15,2007, by and among Verizon Communications Inc., Spinco and FairPoint,

as amended.
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1.11 "Tax Sharing Agreement" means the Tax Sharing Agreement executed as

of the Closing Date among Verizon, Spinco and FairPoint, and as such agreement may be

amended from time to time.

1.12 "Telco" means and refers to the entity known as Northern New England

Telephone Operations LLC, which will be a wholly owned subsidiary of FairPoint

effective with the Merger closing.

2. Financial Conditions:

2.1 Capital Expenditures. FairPoint agrees as follows with respect to capital

expenditures in New Hampshire:

2.1.1. FairPoint agrees to expend a minimum of $52 million in capital

expenditures in New Hampshire during each of the first three years following the

Merger.

2.1.2. To the extent that FairPoint classifies as capital expenditures any

amounts that Verizon would have accounted for as operating or maintenance

expense under Verizon's customary nOlihern New England practices existing as

of January 2007, such expenditures shall not be treated as capital expenditures for

purposes of determining satisfaction of capital expenditure requirements.

2.1.3. FairPoint shall continue to spend a minimum of $49 million in

capital expenditures during each of the fourth and fifth years following the

Merger, unless the Commission approves a reduction.

2.1.4. Any amounts by which FairPoint fails 111any applicable year to

spend the foregoing m1l1UllUmrequired capital expenditures (including any

carryovers from prior years) shall be added to the required spending amount for
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the following year, and any amounts that FairPoint spends in excess of such

minimum required capital expenditures (including any carryovers from prior

years) shall be subtracted from the required spending amount for the following

year.

2.1.5. To the extent that any annual shortfall in the minimum required

capital expenditures specified in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.3, including applicable

carryovers, exceeds $3 million, FairPoint shall be required to apply a separate

adder that is equal to 50% of the total shOJifall (i. e., not limited to the portion

exceeding $3 million) toward FairPoint capital requirements or any then

applicable state program for telecommunications infrastructure support as

approved by the Commission.

2.1.6. Should any shortages carryover past the end of the five-year

period during which minimum capital expenditure requirements apply, the

shortage amount shall be applied, with a separate, cumulative 50% adder, as

approved by the Commission, toward FairPoint capital requirements or any then

applicable state program for telecommunications infrastructure suppOJi. (For

example, a $1 million deficiency at the end of the minimum spending period shall

require FairPoint to apply $1.5 million as directed by the Commission.)

2.1. 7. All calculations under this Section 2.1 shall exclude and shall be

made without regard to any expenditures made of the funds contributed by

Verizon pursuant to Section 2.5.2.

2.1.8. FairPoint shall provide quarterly reports detailing capital

expenditures in a form and in a manner approved by the Commission.
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2.2 Dividend Reductions.

2.2.1. Beginning with the first full quarterly dividend paid after the

Closing Date, FairPoint shall reduce its aggregate annual dividends payable on

common stock (currently $1.59 per share) by 35%, which will cause an annual

reduction of approximately $49.7 million from current projected levels after the

Merger. FairPoint shall not be allowed to subsequently increase its per share

dividend until this limitation is terminated pursuant to Section 2.4.

2.2.2. FairPoint shall not declare or pay any dividend on the common

stock of FairPoint following the end of any fiscal qumier during which the

Leverage Ratio exceeds 5.0 or the Interest Coverage Ratio is less than 2.50.

(There will not be any limitation on dividends paid during the first two full fiscal

quarters following the Closing Date beyond the reduction agreed to in Section

2.2.1.)

2.2.2.1 FairPoint shall use funds that would otherwise be available to pay

dividends but for the restriction set forth in Section 2.2.2 to repay debt

related to the Merger (and any refinancing of such debt) until such

restriction set forth within Section 2.2.2 is removed.

2.2.3. FairPoint shall limit the cumulative amount of payments of

dividends on its outstanding common stock (excluding the first two full quarterly

dividend payments after the Closing Date) to not more than the Cumulative

Adjusted Free Cash Flow generated after the Closing Date.

2.2.4. In addition to the dividend limits described in Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2,

2.2.3, and 2.4.1, FairPoint shall not pay dividends (after the first two full fiscal
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quarters following the Closing Date) at any time prohibited by its Credit

Agreement.

2.3 Debt Reduction. Beginning in the first quarter of 2009, FairPoint agrees

to pay the higher of $45,000,000 annually, or 90% of annual Free Cash Flow, to be

applied equally in each fiscal quarter, towards the repayment of debt related to the

Merger (and any refinancing of such debt).

2.4 Termination of Financial Conditions.

2.4.1. The requirements and conditions In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 shall

terminate upon FairPoint's achieving a Leverage Ratio of 3.5 for any three

consecutive fiscal quarters, provided that if within two years of the end of any

such three consecutive fiscal quarters during which FairPoint has achieved a

Leverage Ratio of 3.5, the Leverage Ratio exceeds 4.0 for any three consecutive

qumiers, the limitations and conditions in paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3 will become

effective and remain effective until the earlier of five years after the end of any

such three consecutive fiscal quarters during which FairPoint has achieved a

Leverage Ratio of 3.5 or ten years after the Closing Date. In any event, the

limitations and conditions in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 shall tenninate no later than ten

years after the Closing Date. (For the purpose of clarity, if over the ten-year

period FairPoint does not achieve the Leverage Ratio of 3.5 for three consecutive

quarters, the limitations and conditions remain in effect over the entire ten-year

period.)
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2.5 Working Capital Adjustments.

2.5.1. Verizon will provide at or before the Closing Date a contribution

to Spinco that will increase Spinco's working capital in the amount of $235.5

million in addition to the amount specified for working capital in the Distribution

Agreement as of the date hereof. FairPoint shall use the $235.5 million to repay

permanently (or otherwise not incur), not later than 30 days after the Closing

Date, the Term Loan(s) or the Spinco Securities issued or incurred in connection

with the Merger.

2.5.2. Verizon shall make immediately pnor to the Closing Date an

additional contribution to the working capital of Spinco of $25 million and a

further $25 million contribution to the capital of FairPoint on the second

anniversary of the Closing Date. These contributions and any interest or gains

thereon shall be used solely in New Hampshire. At Verizon's option, Verizon

may pay on the Closing Date the net present value of the second $25 million

capital contribution as an additional contribution to the working capital of Spinco.

If Verizon elects this option, the interest rate for the purpose of calculating the net

present value shall be the two-year Treasury Bond Rate as of the close of business

on the last business day prior to the Closing Date.

2.5.2.1 FairPoint shall segregate and hold the funds contributed by

Verizon pursuant to Section 2.5.2 (until expended as provided for in this

Agreement) in a separate bank account. FairPoint shall invest such funds,

where practicable, in ShOli tenn securities issued by institutions with a

credit rating equal to or better than AA (or its equivalent).
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2.5.3. FairPoint shall use the amounts contributed pursuant to Section

2.5.2 to make capital and operating expenditures in excess of the minimum

expenditures necessary to meet the requirements described in Sections 2.1 and 3.

Within one year following the Closing Date, FairPoint shall develop and present

for such review and approval as the Commission determines appropriate, a plan

detailing how FairPoint proposes to spend such funds. Such funds shall not be

spent to reduce the debt incuned on the Closing Date, to repay debt or to fund the

payment of dividends. FairPoint shall, from time to time, develop and present for

such review and approval as the Commission determines appropriate, additions or

amendments as may prove necessary to assure the use in New Hampshire of all

the amounts contributed under Section 2.5.2, including interest earned or gains

thereon. FairPoint shall spend the funds contributed by Verizon, including any

interest earned or gains thereon, pursuant to the plans referenced in this Section

2.5.3 following any required Commission approvals.

2.6 Debt Agreement Review. FairPoint represents that its Credit Agreement

will provide that: (a) Telco shall not guarantee or otherwise be liable for, nor shall any of

its assets be mortgaged or pledged to secure, the obligations of FairPoint thereunder and

(b) there are no restrictions on FairPoint's ability to manage Telco's business or

restrictions on Telco's operating expenses except a general requirement to maintain the

business and assets in good order. Further, FairPoint represents that the Credit

Agreement shall not include any limitations on capital expenditures beyond the budget

allocation which is: (a) incorporated into the Credit Agreement, (b) consistent with good
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utility practice, and (c) consistent with the commitments made in the New Hampshire,

Maine and Vermont settlement stipulations as finally approved.

2.7 FairPoint has provided Staff a copy of the near-final version of the Credit

Agreement. FairPoint shall also file the final copy of such agreement (showing by

redline any changes from the near-final agreement) not later than ten calendar days

before the Closing Date. The Signatories request that the Commission determine whether

a hearing is warranted and act to schedule such hearing within five calendar days after the

filing of the final Credit Agreement. If the Commission does not so determine within

five calendar days, there shall be no further process with respect to said document. In the

event the Commission decides that a hearing is warranted, the Signatories urge the

Commission to hold the hearing within seven calendar days after the filing of the final

Credit Agreement.

If the Commission schedules a hearing on the Credit Agreement, the Signatories

request that the Commission determine at the conclusion thereof: (1) whether any new or

amended provisions of the Credit Agreement may materially and adversely affect the

financial condition of FairPoint, and (2) whether further process is necessary, including

(but not limited to) the possibility of reconsideration of its order approving the Merger

solely for the purpose of addressing the potential impact of said new or amended

provisions. The Signatories further request that the Commission agree to complete any

such additional process within five calendar days of the hearing on the Credit Agreement.

2.8 FairPoint will provide Staff, not later than two business days after the

issuance of any order of the Commission approving the Merger, a copy of the near-final

Description of Notes (with all tenns but interest rate final) to be included in the bond
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offering documents (the "Bond Documents"). The Description of Notes will contain all

of the financial tenns of the bonds, including covenants, events of default and redemption

mechanics. The Description of Notes will be incorporated into a standard fonn indenture

which complies with the Trust Indenture Act of 1939. There will be no financial

maintenance covenants or limitations on capital expenditures in the bonds or in the

indenture.

The Signatories request that the Commission determine not later than five

business days after the issuance of an order approving the Merger whether a hearing is

warranted with regard to the terms of the bonds. If the Commission does not determine

that a hearing is warranted within such five business day period, then there shall be no

further process with respect to the Bond Documents.

If the Commission detennines that such a hearing is warranted, the Signatories

urge the Commission to hold the hearing within seven business days after the issuance of

an order approving the Merger and detennine at the conclusion thereof: (1) whether any

provision in the Description of Notes may materially and adversely affect the financial

condition of FairPoint, and (2) whether further process is necessary, including (but not

limited to) the possibility of reconsideration of its order approving the Merger solely for

the purpose of addressing the potential impact of the Bond Documents. The Signatories

further request that the Commission agree to complete any such additional process within

five calendar days of the hearing on the Description of Notes.

The foregoing requested schedule assumes the timely submission of the

Description of Notes by FairPoint; otherwise, each requested date shall be extended by
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the number of days corresponding to the delay in the submission of the Description of

Notes.

3. Broadband Commitment.

3.1 FairPoint shall provide Broadband Availability to 75% of its access lines

within New Hampshire within 18 months following the Closing Date.

3.2 FairPoint shall provide Broadband Availability to 85% of its access lines

within New Hampshire within 24 months following the Closing Date.

3.3 FairPoint shall provide Broadband Availability to 95% of its access lines

within New Hampshire within 60 months following the Closing Date, which access shall

include at a minimum 75% Broadband Availability to access lines in UNE Zone 3

exchanges.

3.4 FairPoint shall expend at least $56,400,000 within 60 months of the

Closing Date on broadband infrastructure in New Hampshire, and shall be required to

spend such amounts as may prove necessary beyond this amount to achieve the minimum

requirements of Broadband Availability as set forth within Sections 3.1 through 3.3.

3.5 None of the funds contributed by Verizon pursuant to Section 2.5.2, and

none of the interest or gains earned thereon, shall be counted against the expenditures

required to meet the Broadband Availability requirements set forth in Sections 3.1

through 3.3.

3.6 To the extent that any portion of the funds described in Section 3.4 are not

required to meet the minimum Broadband Availability levels, FairPoint shall remain

obliged to spend the remainder. Not later than 60 days from the end of the period

specified in Section 3.4, FairPoint shall submit for Commission approval a plan for
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spending all of the remainder on New Hampshire infrastructure improvement and

broadband expansion within a period not to exceed eighty-four (84) months from the

Closing Date.

3.7 FairPoint agrees that as of the Closing Date, FairPoint will maintain all

prices and speeds offered by Verizon for broadband Internet access service, including the

provision of stand-alone DSL service, and that stand-alone DSL service shall continue to

be available for a period of two years following the Closing Date and at a month-to-

month price not to exceed $37 per month. Unless otherwise approved by the

Commission, FairPoint shall continue to offer stand-alone DSL thereafter subject to

annual price increases of not more than 15%. Except with respect to stand-alone DSL

service, FairPoint will not increase the prices for broadband services for two years

following the Closing Date provided that the Commission does not seek to alter, amend

or reduce any of FairPoint's prices for services that are subject to the Commission's

regulation. All promotional rates offered by Verizon will be evaluated by FairPoint on a

regular basis and are subject to modification, provided that FairPoint will adhere to all

rates, terms and conditions of Verizon' s "for life" service offerings at the specified access

speeds for existing subscribers to those offerings as of the Closing Date. In addition,

FairPoint shall not increase: (i) its monthly rates for 768 kbps DSL service beyond the

monthly rates currently offered by Verizon ($15 for a two-year contract, $18 for a one-

year contract) for a period of two years following the Closing Date or (ii) its monthly rate

for "Power Plan" (3.0 Mbps) DSL service beyond the current rate of $29.99 per month

for a one-year contract for a period of two years following the Closing Date.
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3.8 FairPoint will provide reports on broadband expansIOn, In a manner

approved by the Commission, every SIX months beginning six months following the

Closing Date.

3.9 To the extent FairPoint does not achieve the mInImUm Broadband

Availability requirements set forth within Sections 3.1 through 3.3, it shall pay the New

Hampshire Telecommunications Planning and Development Fund (established by RSA

12-A:45-a) (the "TPDF"), on an annual basis, $500,000 for each percent by which it has

not achieved the Broadband Availability requirements set forth in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and

3.3. To the extent that FairPoint has failed to meet the requirements of Section 3.3 within

60 months following the Closing Date, then the penalty shall continue to apply,

calculated and payable at 6-month intervals (in the amount of $500,000 per percentage

point for each such interval).

4. Transition Services and Cutover.

4.1 FairPoint agrees to the appointment of a third party monitor selected by

agreement of the Staff, the MPUC's Advisory Staff and the VT DPS to perform the

services relating to the transition and cutover process specified in the scope of work

attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

4.2 FairPoint agrees to fund the costs of such serVIces, as approved and

administered by the Commission.

4.3 In order to address the financial impact on FairPoint of a possible

extended period of time of operations under the TSA:

4.3.1. In the event that the Cutover does not occur within nine months

following the Closing Date, Capgemini shall pay, consistent with its separate
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agreement with FairPoint, the TSA fees for Schedule A and D services for the

tenth, fourteenth and fifteenth months following the Closing Date. In return,

subject to compliance with the Tax Sharing Agreement, following each of the

applicable months FairPoint will issue preferred stock to Capgemini, with

dividends payable in kind at the rate of 6.75% per annum, in an amount equal to

the TSA payments made by Capgemini to Verizon. The rate per annum payable

in kind on said dividends shall increase to 8.75% per annum one year after the

issuance of such preferred stock to Capgemini. The preferred stock will be non-

voting, will not be convertible to common stock and will have no other rights or

preferences. The preferred stock will be redeemable only to the extent that both

before and following such redemption (taking into account the incurrence of any

indebtedness required to finance such redemption) FairPoint's Leverage Ratio is

less than 4.5 times. In the event that the issuance of preferred stock would violate

the Tax Sharing Agreement, FairPoint shall issue another form of deferred

payment obligation to Capgemini on terms as near to the foregoing as will be in

compliance with the Tax Sharing Agreement, and as shall be agreeable to Staff.

4.3.2. If the Cutover has not occurred prior to the end of the tenth month

after the Closing Date, and Verizon has been paid all monthly fees for such prior

ten months, and if at the end of the prior quarter immediately preceding the date

when each monthly fee is due FairPoint's Leverage Ratio exceeded 4.75 times,

then the TSA monthly fees payable by FairPoint to Verizon under Schedules A, C

and D of the TSA shall be deferred for months eleven, twelve and thirteen. Such

deferred amounts shall bear interest at the term loan rate on the Closing Date plus
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twenty-five basis points. Whenever the Leverage Ratio is at or below 4.75 times

at the end of any quarter, FairPoint shall repay any deferred fees first by paying

interest and then by paying deferred fees but only to the fullest extent that after

payment, the Leverage Ratio would not exceed 4.75 times. FairPoint shall pay all

unpaid deferred fees and all accrued but unpaid interest not later than December

31,2013.

4.3.3. So long as any deferred TSA payments are due to Verizon

pursuant to Section 4.3.2, FairPoint shall not redeem the preferred stock issued to

Capgemini (or repay deferral obligations issued in lieu thereof) until Verizon has

been paid in full, and FairPoint shall not incur any debt (other than immaterial

debt) without Verizon's prior consent, which may be withheld in its sole

discretion, except pursuant to credit facilities existing on the Closing Date and

any credit facilities secured by FairPoint after the Closing Date utilized, in whole

or in part, to pay Verizon in full for all sums due under this Section 4 if, after such

borrowing, Verizon would be paid in full.

5. Staffing Reports.

5.1 FairPoint agrees to provide monthly reports to the Commission beginning

thirty days following the Closing Date to provide the staffing status for FairPoint's

northern New England service area, with particular emphasis on adequacy of technical

skills for workers being placed in new positions due to any significant departure of

experienced staff in the period six months before, to one year following, the Closing

Date. The report shall include training plans and progress associated with bringing

workers in new technical positions up to adequate skill levels.
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5.2 After the first year following the Closing Date, FairPoint shall provide the

Commission semi-annual staffing repOlis by function. In addition, monthly reporting

obligations will resume and continue for so long as at least two service quality measures

are at less than 95% of the applicable standard for three consecutive months or at less

than 90% of the applicable standard for one month. FairPoint also will provide a

remediation plan for review to address any continuing service quality problems.

6. Financial Reports. FairPoint shall provide detailed quarterly and annual financial

results in a manner to be approved by the Commission. FairPoint shall also provide

copies of or links to all financial filings made with the FCC and SEe. FairPoint shall

report annually in a form to be approved by the Commission all revenues and charges to

or from its regulated ILEC operations in New Hampshire, from or to any affiliated

interest. Such reports will include the data included in the ARMIS reports (so called)

provided by Verizon plior to the Merger. FairPoint shall also report annually, in a form

to be approved by the Commission, its allocations of revenues and costs among the three

northern New England states.

7. Cost Allocation Manual and Service Agreements. FairPoint agrees that, effective

as of the Closing Date, Telco will adopt the Cost Allocation Manual of Verizon NE

(Verizon CAM) and shall comply with said Verizon CAM with respect to the allocation

and assignment of costs between Telco and its affiliates. Telco shall submit affiliate

agreements and arrangements to the Commission in accordance with RSA 366. Within

six months after the Closing Date, Telco will submit for the Commission's review its

proposed, amended CAM for use in the future. The proposed CAM shall include all

policies, procedures, and agreements governing services provided between and among
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FairPoint affiliates and the assignment and allocation of all costs thereof, in a manner

consistent with RSA 366 and the Unifonn System of Accounts and in a manner that

reasonably assures that no improper cross subsidization among FairPoint entities occurs.

Such CAM shall assure that the cost of developing the FairPoint systems used to replace

the Verizon systems by Cutover are appropriately allocated to Telco and that adequate

compensation is provided to Telco by any other FairPoint affiliates that might use these

systems or any of Telco's facilities. FairPoint reserves the right to take the position upon

submission of the CAM that there should be a single CAM effective for all three states.

FairPoint's submission shall also include a detailed budget pro forma of charges to and

from affiliates for the three-state operation (and the individual states), for 2008, including

the actual cost basis for the charge at its originating location. To the extent deemed

necessary by the Commission to detennine that there is no improper subsidization among

FairPoint's affiliates, the Commission shall have access to any information regarding:

(a) costs directly or indirectly charged, assigned, or allocated to Telco and other FairPoint

companies, (b) the methods used to charge, assign, or allocate such costs, and (c) costs

paid by or charged, assigned, or allocated to affiliates to the extent the Commission

deems relevant in verifying the proper application of such methods.

8. Retail Service and Rates.

8.1 FairPoint will cause Telco to continue to offer to residential retail

customers a local exchange, stand-alone basic service product that includes the services

listed in Puc 412.01. Telco will not seek Commission approval for an increase in New

Hampshire basic exchange retail rates (above those in effect for Verizon in New

Hampshire as of the Closing Date) to take effect during the five-year period following the
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Closing Date. The Commission will not require a decrease of any basic exchange retail

rates of Telco to be effective within the five-year period following the Closing Date.

These restrictions shall not prevent a revenue neutral rebalancing of access and retail

basic exchange rates if otherwise approved by the Commission. Notwithstanding the

foregoing, FairPoint shall have the right to petition the Commission to allow a retail rate

case filing, and the Commission shall have the right to initiate a retail rate investigation,

in the event of exigent circumstances (excessively low eamings claimed by FairPoint or a

Commission concem of excessively high eamings) as long as the change in rates

resulting from such rate proceeding does not take effect before the fourth anniversary of

the Closing Date.

8.2 FairPoint agrees to provide the same or comparable sales and servIce

options that Verizon makes avallable in New Hampshire as of the Closing Date with the

exception of: (i) products and services not contributed or assigned pursuant to the

Distribution Agreement or the Merger Agreement, and (ii) electronic billing during the

TSA period.

8.3 FairPoint agrees to provide for review by Staff a copy of its proposed

retail billing format by three months prior to Cutover or May 1, 2008, whichever is

earlier.

8.4 FairPoint agrees to negotiate III good faith contracts with the same

payment agencies that Verizon uses to ensure that customers can continue paying in

person at qualified third-party locations. In the event that FairPoint is not able to secure

contracts with the same payment agencies, it shall be obligated to provide altemate

arrangements determined by the Commission to be sufficient. If FairPoint fails to secure
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contracts with these agencies, it will inform Staff of alternative alTangements at least

three months prior to Cutover or May 1, 2008, whichever is earlier.

8.5 FairPoint agrees to redirect all calls from New Hampshire customers

placed to Verizon customer-service numbers to one or more new FairPoint 800 numbers.

8.6 The Signatories acknowledge that for the period within which rates may

not be increased as provided for in this Agreement, FairPoint's rates adequately reflect

the value of above-the-line margins provided by directory print and other advertising.

The Signatories also acknowledge that this reflection renders unnecessary any treatment

at this time of the consequences of the spin-off by Verizon of the directory publishing

business to Idearc.

8.7 Neither the existence of this Agreement, nor any of its terms, nor any

Commission approval of the acquisition by FairPoint of the New Hampshire business

shall be deemed as precedent in any proceeding addressing the propriety of an imputation

reflecting the value of the margins following the period within which rates may not be

increased as provided for in this Agreement. Moreover, neither this Agreement nor any

Commission order approving the transfer from Verizon to FairPoint shall be deemed as:

(a) consenting to or approving the elimination of directory advertising margins as an

offset to revenue requirements in future rate proceedings, or (b) precluding a

determination that FairPoint's agreement to continue the previously-existing directory

relationship between Verizon and Idearc places FairPoint in the shoes of Verizon with

respect to the imputation of directory advertising margins. FairPoint, however, reserves

its right to argue in any future rate case that directory revenues should not be imputed.
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8.8 During the period within which rates may not be increased as provided for

In this agreement, FairPoint agrees to impute directory revenues for purposes of the

calculation of the New Hampshire utility assessment pursuant to RSA 363-A.

8.9 In the first general rate case for rates to become effective after the period

referenced in Section 8.1, the cost of capital shall be no greater than would result from a

hypothetical capital structure supporting an investment grade rating for the debt

component of the capital structure. Nothing in this Agreement shall be cited in support of

any argument that the use of such a structure is appropriate for ratemaking purposes.

8.10 Unless and until the FCC or a court of competent jurisdiction rules

otherwise, the regulatory status and treatment of any basic telecommunications service

offered by FairPoint shall not change due to any network upgrades or other changes in

network architecture involving the use of IP-based technologies.

9. Wholesale Services.

9.1 For a period of three years following the Closing Date, FairPoint shall

continue providing the wholesale services offered by Verizon as of the Closing Date.

FairPoint will not seek to increase wholesale rates to take effect during the three years

following the Closing Date. The Commission shall not seek to decrease such rates for

effect during the three-year period following the Closing Date.

9.2 FairPoint shall file with the Commission, on a confidential basis, all

commercial agreements for services related to the provisioning of unbundled network

elements in accordance with Section 271 of the Communications Act of 1934, as

amended. At any time after three years from the Closing Date, FairPoint may petition the

Commission for a waiver of this requirement.
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9.3 The Signatories to this Agreement agree to the adoption herein of the

Stipulated Settlement Terms agreed to by and among FairPoint and celiain CLECs,

attached hereto as Exhibit 2. FairPoint agrees to adopt Verizon's wholesale and access

tariffs in effect as of the Closing Date and will continue to file such tariffs with the

Commission pursuant to RSA 378:1 and Puc 411.01, as applicable.

9.4 FairPoint agrees to pay for the conduct of an independent audit of its

wholesale performance assurance plan. If a simplified wholesale performance assurance

plan is adopted prior to June 1, 2010, the audit shall take place following the first six

months during which that plan is in effect. If no simplified plan is in effect by June 1,

2010, or if efforts to develop such a plan have terminated before that date, then FairPoint

agrees to such an independent audit of the existing wholesale performance assurance

plan. The Commission will be solely responsible for the choice of the independent

auditor, but will afford FairPoint the opportunity to submit the names of finl1s to be

included within the list of firms to receive requests for proposals for the provision of such

servIces.

9.5 Beginning one month after the Closing Date, FairPoint will file a monthly

status report regarding progress in putting together its Pole Licensing and Administration

Group.

10. Network Quality.

10.1 Beginning one month after the Closing Date, FairPoint shall provide Staff

monthly progress reports on its network improvement until a full plan is filed as specified

in Section 10.2.
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10.2 Not later than three months following Cutover or August 1, 2008,

whichever is earlier, FairPoint shall present to the. Commission a full network

improvement plan based on root cause analysis.

10.3 FairPoint will be subject to the Quality of Service Requirements as set

forth in Exhibit 3, attached hereto and made a part hereof. FairPoint will be subject to the

penalties specified in Exhibit 3 in accordance with the required Transition Increments set

forth therein.

lOA FairPoint's service quality performance shall be measured and reported

monthly by the 20th day of the following month (i.e., January performance results will be

due to the Commission on February 20). FairPoint will file reports on a non-confidential

basis as is the case for ILECs in Vermont and Maine.

10.5 FairPoint agrees to pay for the conduct of an independent audit of the

quality of service reporting metrics no earlier than one year following Cutover. The

Commission will be solely responsible for the choice of the independent auditor, but will

afford FairPoint the opportunity to submit the names of finns to be included within the

list of firms to receive requests for proposals for the provision of such services.

10.6 FairPoint agrees to pay for the conduct of an independent management

and operations audit if averaging the results of all Service Quality measures over any 12

month period commencing on or after January 1, 2009 (i. e., excluding months in calendar

year 2008), produces lower than 90% compliance with standards after reflecting

Transition Increments.
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10.7 Double Poles.

10.7.1. FairPoint will inventory outstanding double poles located in New

Hampshire and establish a detailed work plan with respect thereto within six

months following the Closing Date. FairPoint agrees to reduce the number of

double poles to less than 500 within 24 months following the completion of the

detailed work plan but not later than July 31, 2010. FairPoint shall file with the

Commission quarterly reports on the inventory and removal of double poles until

FairPoint achieves a double pole inventory of 500 or less and shall file such

reports thereafter on an annual basis.

10.7.2. In the event that FairPoint fails to meet the requirement in Section

10.7.1 and the shortfall is 100 or more poles up to 1,000 poles, FairPoint shall set

aside $1,000 per pole of the shortfall in a fund to be used by FairPoint to complete

the satisfaction of the requirement in Section 10.7.1.

10.7.3. In the event that FairPoint fails to meet the requirement in Section

10.7.1 and the shortfall is 1,001 or more poles up to 2,000 poles, FairPoint shall

set aside $1,000 per pole of the shortfall in a separate interest bearing account of

which 90% of the amount by which the entire shortfall exceeds the shortfall

specified within Section 10.7.2 will be used by FairPoint to complete the

satisfaction of the requirement in Section 10.7.1 and 10% will be paid over to the

TPDF. For purposes of clarity, the maximum payment to the TPDF shall not

exceed $100,000 under this provision.

10.7.4. In the event that FairPoint fails to meet the requirement in Section

10.7.1 and the shortfall is 2,001 or more poles up to 4,000 poles, FairPoint shall
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set aside $1,000 per pole of the entire shortfall in a separate interest bearing

account of which 80% of the amount by which the entire shortfall exceeds the

shortfall specified within Section 10.7.2 will be used by FairPoint to complete the

satisfaction of the requirement in Section 10.7.1 and 20% will be paid over to the

TPDF. For purposes of clarity, the maximum payment to the TPDF shall not

exceed $600,000 under this provision.

10.7.5. In the event that FairPoint fails to meet the requirement in Section

10.7.1 and the shortfall is greater than 4,000 poles, FairPoint shall set aside

$1,000 per pole of the entire shortfall in a separate interest bearing account of

which 75% of the amount by which the entire shortfall exceeds the shortfall

specified within Section 10.7.2 will be used by FairPoint to complete the

satisfaction of the requirement in Section 10.7.1 and 25% will be paid over to the

TPDF. For purposes of clmity and as an example only, a 5,000 pole shortfall

equates to a paYment of $1,000,000 to the TPDF under this provision.

10.7.6. Any money set aside pursuant to Sections 10.7.2 through 10.7.5

shall be expended (in capital expenditures or operating expenditures) by July 31,

2011. In the event the double pole removal work has not been completed by July

31, 2011, then: (i) the remaining set aside money will be paid over to the TPDF;

(ii) FairPoint will provide a monthly report of pole removals until the requirement

in 10.7.1 is satisfied; and (iii) FairPoint may be subject to the provisions of RSA

365:41 and 365:42 for failure to comply with a Commission order.
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10.8 Limits on Business Acquisitions.

FairPoint shall make no Business Acquisitions except 111 compliance with both the

following financial and service quality limits:

10.8.1. Financial Limits on Business Acquisitions. Absent pnor

Commission approval, FairPoint may not close on Business Acquisitions except

as follows:

10.8.1.1. From Closing Date through the ensuing 12 months,

FairPoint shall not close on Business Acquisitions exceeding $100 million

in aggregate.

10.8.1.2. For the period between one and three years

following the Closing Date, FairPoint may close on Business Acquisitions

not exceeding an aggregate amount of $250 million, provided that, at the

time of such closing, FairPoint's average Leverage Ratio for the trailing

three fiscal quarters has not exceeded 4.5 times.

10.8.1.3. For the period between three and five years

following the Closing Date, FairPoint may close on Business Acquisitions

not exceeding an aggregate amount of $500 million, provided that, at the

time of such closing, FairPoint's average Leverage Ratio for the trailing

three fiscal quariers has not exceeded 4.75 times.

10.8.1A. For the period beyond five years following the

Closing Date through termination of this limitation as provided in Section

10.8.1.6, FairPoint may close on Business Acquisitions not exceeding an

aggregate amount of $750 million, provided that, at the time of such
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closing, FairPoint's average Leverage Ratio for the trailing three fiscal

quarters has not exceeded 4.75 times.

10.8.1.5. The value of any Business Acquisitions made shall

be counted against the aggregate limits for the period in which they are

consummated and in all following periods as well. (For example, if a $50

million Business Acquisition is made in the first year following the

Closing Date and a $220 million Business Acquisition is made in the

period between one and three years following the Closing Date, the

aggregate Business Acquisitions that count against the limit for the period

between one and three years following Closing Date shall be calculated as

$270 million, which would exceed the applicable limit.)

10.8.1.6. The limits set forth in Sections 10.8.1.2 through

10.8.1.5 shall cease to be effective on the earliest ofthe following dates:

1. After FairPoint has achieved an average Leverage

Ratio for the trailing three fiscal quarters that has not

exceeded 4.0; provided that the earliest date that cessation

under this provision shall be effective is as of the end of the

first quarter following the second anniversary of the

Closing Date; or

11. At such time as all dividend-affecting provisions of

this Agreement end.

10.8.2. Service Quality Limits on Business Acquisitions. FairPoint may

not, without prior Commission approval, close on any Business Acquisitions
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exceeding $100 million in aggregate until FairPoint has achieved for four

consecutive quarters, at least 95% of the standards for each of the measures set

forth in Exhibit 3 that are known as of the date of this Agreement and at least 90%

of the standards for each of the measures set forth in Exhibit 3 that are determined

after the date hereof. Any service quality standards to be determined after the

date hereof, not mutually agreed upon in good faith by FairPoint and Staff, shall

be detennined by action of the Commission.

10.8.2.1. If at any time after the second anniversary of the

Closing Date, FairPoint fails to meet these service quality limits on

Business Acquisitions, FairPoint may file a remediation plan for

Commission approval and set aside money necessary to complete the plan

within 12 months. Before filing with the Commission, the remediation

plan shall have been reviewed by Staff and Staff shall have agreed that the

plan and money set aside are sufficient to remediate the service quality

issue(s) within 12 months. If the Commission takes no action within 60

days of filing, the remediation plan will be deemed satisfactory and

FairPoint shall be deemed, for purposes of Business Acquisitions, to be in

compliance with the service quality limits on such acquisitions.

10.8.2.2. Despite non-compliance with Section 10.8.2,

FairPoint shall be permitted to close on one Business Acquisition in the

amount of not more than $500 million, provided that: (i) FairPoint meets

the financial conditions on Business Acquisitions under Section 10.8.1, (ii)

such proposed Business Acquisition is not publicly announced prior to the
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second anniversary of the Closing Date, and (iii) FairPoint has achieved

the standards indicated by the Transition Increments, which for this

purpose shall be prorated (on a monthly basis) for partial years (for

example, for a Business Acquisition closing on July 1, 2010, the

applicable Transition Increment would be 2/3rds). If FairPoint elects to

close on a Business Acquisition under this Section 10.8.2.2, its service

quality penalties shall be doubled for each sub-standard metric, until all

service quality metric(s) are at or above the relevant standard.

10.8.2.3. These service quality limitations on Business

Acquisitions shall end when FairPoint has achieved for a period of four

consecutive quarters 100% of the applicable standard on all service quality

measures except for one and at least 80% of the applicable standard for the

one measure under standard.

11. Board of Directors.

11.1 In addition to the four directors residing in New England who will be

serving on FairPoint's Board of Directors on the Closing Date, FairPoint will make a

good faith effort to attract from the northern New England region one more nominee,

who meets FairPoint's Corporate Governance Guidelines, for the Board of Directors

within four years following the Closing Date and, over time, will make a good faith effort

to maintain the same aggregate representation from the northern New England region on

the Board of Directors.
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11.2 In all cases where actions of FairPoint involve any obligation under this

Agreement, any action by the board of directors shall be taken by the board as a whole

and not by any committee or other sub-group of the board.

12. Subsidiary and Transfer Obligations:

12.1 If FairPoint establishes a separate subsidiary for its ILEC operations in

either Maine or Vermont, through the formation of a Telco subsidiary or otherwise,

FairPoint agrees to establish thereafter a separate subsidiary for its ILEC operations in the

remaining northern New England states at the request of the Commission, the MPUC or

the VT PSB, as applicable.

12.2 No sale, lease, assignment, or other transfer (collectively referred to as

"Transfers" for purposes of this Section 12) of Telco assets (whether or not located in

New Hampshire) used to provide telecommunications service in New Hampshire shall be

made by or among any of FairPoint's parent and subsidiaries or otherwise except upon

prior approval of the Commission.

12.2.1. Notwithstanding this limitation, FairPoint may make Transfers of

such assets in the ordinary course of business up to a maximum annual aggregate

value by asset type of $10 million and $20 million annually in total. FairPoint

shall file a notice informing the Commission when the annual amount of

Transfers in any class exceeds $5 million. FairPoint will advise the Commission

of such sales on a quarterly basis by filing an asset-type schedule, the fonn of

which will be agreed upon in good faith between FairPoint and Staff after the

Closing Date. In the event FairPoint and Staff are unable to agree on the fOlm of
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the asset-type schedule, the fonn of the schedule shall be detennined by action of

the Commission.

12.3 Absent prior Commission approval, no FairPoint entity shall cause Telco

to: (a) guarantee or otherwise be liable for any financing obligation of any other entity,

(b) provide any mortgage, pledge, or other encumbrance of Telco assets, or (c) provide

credit suppOli for the benefit of any non-Telco entity obligations (other than agreements

subordinating intercompany obligations to bank credit agreements).

12.4 No FairPoint entity shall, without prior Commission approval, enter into

any credit or other financial agreement that: (a) conflicts with or overrides the provisions

of this Agreement, or (b) can reasonably be read to induce an expectation that any

FairPoint entity will or may cause this Agreement or any Telco credit or finance

agreement (if any) not to be enforced or applied in full compliance with its tenns and

conditions.

12.5 No FairPoint entity shall make any agreement or provide any

representations or assurances that: (a) any dividends or any other equity capital or cash

distributions provided by Telco shall or may be made available to or pledged as a security

interest for the benefit of any entity other than FairPoint, or (b) that such dividends,

equity capital or cash distributions shall or may be used in any way inconsistent with the

obligations of FairPoint under this Agreement. For so long as the dividend-affecting

provisions of this agreement apply, each future credit or financing agreement, other than

the Credit Agreement or the Bond Documents, entered into by any FairPoint entity, to the

extent that such agreement imposes an obligation in excess of $100 million, shall include
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a provision providing for the limitations of this Section 12.5, or be accompanied by a

written acknowledgement of such limitations by all patiies to such an agreement.

13. Procedural Matters:

13.1 Staff agrees that with the incorporation of all of the terms and conditions

set forth herein, Staff has determined that the Merger is in the public interest and

recommends its approval. Staff agrees that, for so long as this Agreement is in force, it

will not propose that the Commission require any condition beyond those expressly

provided for or allowed by this Agreement in connection with the approval of the Merger

or the modification of any conditions contained therein.

13.2 Nothing herein constitutes an admission by any Signatory of any factual or

legal issue or matter, and neither this document nor the settlement discussions that led to

it shall be used as evidence in any proceeding unrelated to the enforcement of this

Agreement. The Signatories' willingness to resolve this matter by way of the Agreement

is without waiver of rights with respect to this matter or the related transactions in other

states.

13.3 The Signatories agree not to take any action III any forum that would

reasonably appear to contradict or diverge from the terms set forth in this Agreement for

so long as this Agreement is in force.

13.4 Capitalized terms used herein shall have the meaning ascribed to them in

this Agreement. Section headings used herein are for convenience only and shall have

no legal effect.

13.5 In the event that the Merger does not close, this Agreement and all of the

tenns and conditions contained herein shall be null and void. In the event that the terms
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of this Agreement are not adopted by the Commission in their entirety and without

modification, any Signatory shall have the right to terminate this Agreement and in such

event the terms and conditions contained herein shall be null and void; provided however,

that prior to such tennination, the Signatories agree to meet and discuss in good faith, as

time permits, the impact of any modification or condition the Commission may impose.

If any of the Signatories tenninate this Agreement, then each Signatory will be placed in

the position it held prior to entering into this Agreement.

13.6 If regulatory approvals from the FCC, the MPUC or VT PSB are subject

to conditions imposed after the date of this Agreement, then any approval by the

Commission is conditioned upon its subsequent review of the conditions imposed by

those other regulatory bodies. In the event the Commission determines further review is

necessary as a result of other regulatory conditions, the Signatories request that the

Commission notify the parties to this Docket within three days of such regulatory

decision that further consideration is appropriate. In the event of such notice, the Joint

Petitioners may not close the transaction until that subsequent Commission review has

been completed and a subsequent, revised order (if necessary) issued.

13.7 In the event that the Commission undertakes such a subsequent review,

any Signatory may, upon making a good faith determination that the conditions imposed

by those other regulatory bodies would cause a material and adverse change to the

transfer from Verizon to FairPoint as contemplated by this Agreement, take whatever

position during that review as it deems appropriate, notwithstanding any provision of this

Agreement. To the extent feasible in light of the schedule established for any such
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review, the Signatories agree to meet and discuss in good faith potential alternatives to

mitigate the impacts of any such conditions.

[Signature pages follow.]
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Duly executed as of the day and year first above written.

VERIZON NEW ENGLAND INe.
BELL ATLANTIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC
NYNEX LONG DISTANCE COMPANY
VERIZON LE ~ SERVIAS 7;/
By: IM~
Name: Victor D. Del Vecchio
Title: Assistant General Counsel

FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

By:. _
Name:
Title:

NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC UTILITIES
COMMISSION STAFF

By:. _
Name:
Title:
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Duly executed as of the day and year first above written.

VERIZON NEW ENGLAND INC.
BELL ATLANTIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC
NYNEX LONG DISTANCE COMPANY
VERIZON SELECT SERVICES INC.

By: _
Name:
Title:

FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

By?4~y
Name: ~#~7t!',t' c: cc4'&'#;//:.
Title: ~Y~7;vc v/cr / ..•...t""V4="/YT

NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC UTILITIES
COMMISSION STAFF

By: _
Name:
Title:
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Duly executed as of the day and year first above written.

VERIZON NEW ENGLAND INC.
BELL ATLANTIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC
NYNEX LONG DISTANCE COMPANY
VERIZON SELECT SERVICES INe.

By: _
Name:
Title:

FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

By: _
Name:
Title:

NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC UTILITIES
COMMISSION STAFF
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Statement of Scope FairPoint Cutover Monitoring

FairPoint Cutover Monitoring
Statement of Scope

The Liberty Consulting Group ("Liberty") understands that the Maine Public Utilities
Commission, the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission, and the Vermont
Department of Public Service ("State Regulators") are interested in engaging a consultant
to monitor the cutover from Verizon's back-office systems to those developed for
FairPoint by Capgemini in the event that the MPUC, NHPUC, and VTPSB approve the
proposed transaction. The purpose of this engagement is to address concerns raised in
proceedings in each of the three states that failures in the transition from Verizon to
FairPoint systems can produce adverse customer impacts. The State Regulators
recognize that FairPoint is already developing and testing its systems and that
commencement of Liberty's work before a decision is rendered may prove useful in the
event the transaction is ultimately approved. Although the transaction mayor may not be
approved, the State Regulators believe that the potential benefits of Liberty beginning
work sooner justify the risk that the work will be unnecessary if the transaction is
rejected. The State Regulators' interest and pmiicipation in Liberty's engagement shall
not be construed by any party as an indication that any of the state regulatory
commissions will approve the proposed transaction nor consent to be bound by specific
recommendations made by Liberty. Liberty understands that the work would include the
following activities but would not include an explicit approval of FairPoint's testing
criteria, practices, or strategies.

Review and Assessment of FairPoint Planned Testing and Cutover Readiness
Process

This part of the scope of work will begin immediately at commencement of the project
and will involve a thorough review of FairPoint's planned testing process to determine
readiness to provide Verizon with notice of readiness for cutover and to proceed with the
cutover of systems and functions provided by Verizon to the Northern New England
operation. Liberty expects that this review will be accomplished through review of
documents, telephone conferences, and on-site meetings with FairPoint and Capgemini
personnel working on the conversion project. Liberty will also review the concerns and
requirements expressed by the wholesale systems users. Through this process, Liberty
will:

• Review the systems testing strategy.
• Review the systems testing plans.
• Review the specific test cases.
• Review the expected outcome of the test cases.
• Review the testing acceptance criteria.



Statement of Scope FairPoint Cutover Monitoring

• Analyze the testing strategy and plans for adequacy, feasibility, and
comprehensiveness in addressing all necessary functions moving from Verizon to
FairPoint.

• Review the testing acceptance criteria for adequate classification and disposition
of outcome defects (severity 1, severity 2, etc.). Analyze the test cases for
completeness and accuracy in addressing the necessary functions.

• Review staffing requirements and plans.
• Review system training plans and schedules, both for FairPoint personnel and

wholesale customers.
• Review notice and readiness timetables given to wholesale customers for

adequacy and reasonableness.
• Notify FairPoint of issues and concerns exposed in the review and

recommendations for FairPoint action.
• Identify the key business processes and associated test criteria that FairPoint must

use to demonstrate cutover readiness. Successful performance on these key test
criteria by FairPoint should be necessary (although not necessarily sufficient) for
proceeding with the final cutover.

Key Deliverables:
• A draft report to the State Regulators on the testing strategy, plans, acceptance

criteria, and test cases after completing the initial review. This report will include
comments and recommendations; a list and description of key business processes
and associated test criteria, with explanation as to why they were selected; and
identification of any key concerns raised with FairPoint that have not been
addressed.

• Release of the draft report for review and comment by the State Regulators and
interested parties, including wholesale customers.

• A final report on the testing strategy, plans, acceptance criteria, and test cases
after Liberty review of the input from the State Regulators and interested parties.

Monitoring of Testing and Cutover Readiness Process

This part of the scope of work will be will be ongoing from the beginning of the project
through the notification by FairPoint to Verizon of readiness for conversion. During this
process Liberty will collect information on the progress being made toward cutover
readiness and flag emerging issues or areas of concern for the State Regulators. As part
of monitoring, Liberty will:

• Participate in FairPoint project status meetings at least monthly.
• Participate in Capgemini and FairPoint test status and defect review meetings and

key decision making meetings, as appropriate.
• Participate monthly in FairPoint conference calls with CLEC technical subject

matter experts to verify progress towards cutover readiness from wholesale users'
perspective.
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Statement of Scope FairPoint Cutover Monitoring

• Review any updates or changes to the testing strategy, plans, acceptance criteria,
test schedules, test cases, training plans, and training schedules that occur as the
systems development and testing proceeds.

• Provide updates, comments, and recommendations on any changes to the State
Regulators.

• Review the test results on a weekly basis as the testing proceeds, examining all
severity 1 and severity 2 failures and a selected set of other results and comparing
number of scheduled versus actually executed tests.

• Review systems training progress.
• Monitor FairPoint's progress in bringing on staff and developing the organization

needed to support business processes post -conversion.
• Verify that FairPoint is using appropriate and sufficient methods to assure

complete and accurate conversion of data from the Verizon systems to the new
FairPoint systems. This would include but not be limited to verifying that the
conversion team is using automated comparative conversion metrics reporting of
key count statistics between the Verizon systems and the converted data in the
new systems, including access line counts by type, customer counts by type,
product counts by product code, and other comparably key statistics.

• Review and verify FairPoint's and Verizon's ability to successfully migrate
necessary data from Verizon to FairPoint systems in a reasonable timeframe.

• Observe selected system and business process acceptance tests, as appropriate,
and review the detailed test results for key acceptance criteria.

• Review and evaluate the readiness of FairPoint's systems, organization, and
business processes to support retail operations at cutover.

• Review and evaluate the readiness of FairPoint's systems, organization, and
business processes to support wholesale operations at cutover, including the
readiness to offer those required services, products, and network elements
specified by the State Regulators.

• Verify that FairPoint has performed the steps necessary to confirm accuracy of the
data converted from Verizon systems in advance of cutover. This will include but
not be limited to verifying that the conversion team has performed a conversion
"audit" to confirm conversion data accuracy for important data on the final mock
conversion in advance of cutover. This audit should involve statistically valid
sampling of important converted data within the new systems to ensure that it is
accurate as designed and required for business operation.

• Verify that FairPoint has taken the necessary steps to produce service quality and
other required regulatory reports.

Key Deliverables:
• A weekly telephone status conference with the State Regulators to answer

questions as the system development and testing proceeds.
• A monthly written report to the State Regulators, including a public version,

commenting on the test results and systems training progress and making
recommendations for use in decision making prior to cutover. Among other
items, the monthly report would:
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Statement of Scope FairPoint Cutover Monitoring

Review the overall test status and defect reporting at application and
summary levels.
Highlight performance on key test criteria.
Summarize and comment on known workarounds planned by FairPoint.
Summarize and evaluate FairPoint's contingency planning and escalation
procedures.
Summarize possible service-affecting issues, their magnitude and severity,
and possible remedies.
Summarize any remaining concerns of the consultant, based on the
observations it has made and data it has reviewed.

Pre-Cutover Readiness Review and Final Report

Through its monthly reporting process, Liberty will inform the State Regulators of the
status of FairPoint's plans to provide its Cutover Readiness Notice to Verizon. Liberty
anticipates that in the month before FairPoint is likely to provide this notice, the State
Regulators will have an increased need for information about testing status. In addition,
at the end of the monitoring process after cutover, Liberty will provide a final report to
the State Regulators. In this portion of the review, Liberty will:

• Be available to answer additional questions that the State Regulators may have
related to FairPoint's cutover readiness.

• Participate in conference calls and/or status conferences, as appropriate to each
state.

• Produce a final report after cutover, summarizing Liberty's review and
conclusions.

Key Deliverables:
• A conference call with State Regulators to answer questions about FairPoint's

cutover readiness.
• Participation in a status conference in Vermont with the Vermont Public Service

Board to present and answer questions from the Board on FairPoint's cutover
readiness.

• One final report to the State Regulators two months after cutover, summarizing
the project and final conclusions, including identifYing any key business process
gaps and ongoing FairPoint system development activities to them.

• A conference call with the State Regulators to answer questions about the final
report.

Post-Cutover Review and Report

If the cutover proceeds without significant problems, Liberty's review will end at
cutover. However, if after cutover the State Regulators obtain information from
customers or other interested parties that customer-affecting problems have arisen, the
State Regulators may elect to retain Liberty for further work to ascertain the source of the
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Statement of Scope FairPoint Cutover Monitoring

perceived problems and FairPoint's actions and plans to alleviate them. In this part of the
project, Liberty would:

• Identify and review problems associated with the conversion.
• Confer with Consumer Affairs staffs of each of the State Regulators regarding

consumer complaints post-cutover.
• Review FairPoint's continuing system development plans for work that will be

completed post-cutover to address any gaps in the support of key business
processes at cutover.

• Evaluate the effectiveness ofworkarounds which were implemented and progress
toward their elimination.

• Meet with FairPoint personnel to review and evaluate the results of the cut-over
and ongoing performance.

Key Deliverables:
• A report to the State Regulators that summarizes the problems that have arisen as

part of the conversion, identifies ongoing FairPoint system development activities
to address key business process gaps, and recommends whether any further
monitoring is necessary.

• A conference call with the State Regulators to answer questions about the report.

State Regulator Reporting and Oversight

Liberty understands that the New Hampshire PUC will provide contract management for
this contract, and that its agreement is with the New Hampshire PUc. Payment for
services will be received through the New Hampshire PUC, and Liberty understands that
it will not be receiving payment from any other party. It is the intention of the New
Hampshire PUC to collaborate with the Vermont DPS and the Maine PUC in a
collaborative inter-jurisdictional process. Liberty understands that the New Hampshire
PUC intends that Liberty will report on work performed to an individual designated at
each of the three State Regulators. Liberty agrees that it will respond to inquiries and
requests from any of the three State Regulators that are within the Scope of Work agreed
to in this contract.
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III

STIPULATED SETTLEMENT TERMS BY AND AMONG
FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS, INC. ("FAIRPOINT") AND

FREEDOM RING COMMUNICATIONS, LLC D/B/AIBAYRING COMMUNICATIONS. LLC
("BAYRING"), SEGTEL. INC. ("SEGTEL"), OTEL TELEKOM, INC. ("OTEL") AND NATIONAL
MOBILE COMMUNICATION CORPORATION D/B/A SOVERNET COMMUNICATIONS
(EACH A "CLEC" AND COLLECTIVELY THE "CLECs") (EACH OF FAIRPOINT AND EACH CLEC

BEING A "PARTY" AND ALL OF THEM COLLECTIVELY THE "PARTIES")

1. 251 Obligations
a. FairPoint will not dispute that the affiliate that will own and operate the

former Verizon properties in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont
(hereinafter "Telco") will be an incumbent local exchange carrier (I LEG)
subject to all of the obligations of Section 251 of the Communications Act
of 1934, as amended (the "Communications Act" or the "Act"), including
but not limited to the obligation to provide access to unbundled network
elements (UNEs) wherever "impairment" exists pursuant to Sections
251 (c)(3) and 251(dX2)(B) of the Communications Act, and the
requirement to abide by the negotiation/arbitration process prescribed in
section 252 of the Communications Act.

b. FairPoint will not now or in the future seek or assert "rural telephone
company" classification for Telco for purposes of the Section 251 (f)( 1)
rural exemption from Section 251 (c) of the Act. This condition does not
prevent FairPoint from seeking or accepting designation of Telco as
"rural" solely for purposes of qualifying for universal service funding or
similar support from federal or state programs.

c. FairPoint will not now or in the future seek any suspension or modification
of any of Telco's 251(b) or (c) obligations pursuant to Section 251 (f)(2) of
the Act. For avoidance of any doubt, this includes Telco's local number
portability obligations under Section 251 (b)(2).

d. For three years following the closing date of the Merger. FairPoint will not
reclassify as non-impaired any of Telco's wire centers in Maine, New
Hampshire or Vermont not currently classified as non-impaired.
Furthermore, during such three-year period, Telco will not withdraw any
DS1 transport unbundled network elements between the Nashua and
Manchester wire centers. Thereafter, Telco will give separate notice if
and when it decides to withdraw unbundled access to such transport in
accordance with applicable tariff, contractual and regulatory notice
requirements.

2. Additional Items to be Provided by FairPoint.
a. Notwithstanding any determination by the Federal Communications

Commission ("FCC") in WC Docket 07-22 as to whether or not Telco is a
Bell Operating Company ("BOC"), FairPoint will cause Telco to provide as
"Settlement Items" all Section 271 (c)(2)(B) "competitive checklist" network
elements and services to the extent that the FCC rules or has ruled that
BOCs in general are required to provide such elements and services, now
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or in the future, at rates, terms and conditions that are just and
reasonable, and not unreasonably discriminatory, as if governed by
Sections 201 (b) and 202(a) of the Communications Act as interpreted by
the FCC, subject to the rights of negotiation and of review set forth in
section 2(c) below. If the U.S. Supreme Court should reverse the
decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit in Verizon New
England, Inc. v. Maine Public Utilities Commission, Case Nos. 06-2151,
06-2429 (slip op. Sept. 6, 2007), then Telco will provide as "Settlement
Items" such Section 271 (c)(2)(B) elements and services as BOCs
generally may be required to provide under applicable law. In the event
the FCC through a final order delegates to the State of Vermont or the
State of New Hampshire the authority to determine what elements and
services must be provided by BOCs under Section 271 (c)(2)(B), then this
agreement shall be modified accordingly. Nothing herein shall limit the
right of Telco or any of the Parties hereto to seek reconsideration
or review of any such FCC order.

b. Telco may cease providing any Settlement Item in the event that the
FCC, a state utility regulatory commission or a court (in each case having
competent jurisdiction and authority) (each a "Governmental Authority")
determines that such item is not required to be provided pursuant to
applicable law.

c. In the event a CLEC requests in writing that Telco provide a Settlement
Item required to be provided under section 2(a), and not the subject of a
determination described in section 2(b), Telco and the CLEC will engage
in good faith negotiations to reach agreement on the rates, terms and
conditions pursuant to which Telco will provide such Settlement Item. In
the event that the Parties are unable to reach agreement within nine
months from the date FairPoint receives such written request, the CLEC
shall have the right to seek resolution of any disputed rates, terms or
conditions from the state utility regulatory commission in the state in
which the Settlement Item is sought. The Parties agree that the FCC's
rules, regulations, orders and policies applicable to the definition of the
corresponding item under Section 271(c)(2)(B) of the Communications
Act and the rates, terms and conditions at which such item must be
provided by BOCs shall govern the state's determinations in any such
dispute resolution proceeding. Each Party to such dispute shall have the
right to seek review in a court of competent jurisdiction of any state utility
regulatory commission action relative to any Settlement Item, including
any state utility regulatory commission order asserting that Telco is
reqUired to provide an element or service pursuant to subsection (a)
above, or setting rates, terms or conditions or asserting a pricing standard
for any Settlement Item. None of the Parties will challenge the
jurisdiction of the court of competent jurisdiction in which the dispute
arises to apply FCC precedent to decide any such review proceeding that
may be initiated hereunder. In addition, in any such review proceeding,
none of the Parties will challenge the jurisdiction of the state utility
regulatory commission to resolve disputes over Settlement Items as
provided in this section 2(c) provided that the Parties have first engaged
in good faith negotiations as required herein, and provided further that in
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any such dispute resolution process the state applies the FCC's rules,
regulations, orders and policies applicable to the definition of the
corresponding item under Section 271 (c)(2)(B) of the Communications
Act and the rates, terms and conditions at which such item must be
provided by BOCs as agreed herein (or such alternative body of law, if
any, as may be identified by the U.S. Supreme Court if that court should
reverse the decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit in
Verizon New England, Inc. v. Maine Public Utilities Commission, Case
Nos. 06-2151, 06-2429 (slip op. Sept. 6, 2007).

d. Without limiting FairPoint's obligations under subsection (a), FairPoint
additionally will provide wholesale DSL and line sharing where available
(provided that the purchaser employs non-interfering technology) for a
three-year period, under the terms set forth herein.

i. Wholesale DSL will be provided solely for the purpose of a
CLEC's provision of end-user DSL service, for three years
following the Merger closing date, at a rate not to exceed 82% of
FairPoint's lowest-priced retail rate advertised for standalone
residential DSL service in the service area of the acquired
properties (or in the state, if rates differ by state).

ii. At the CLEC's option, line sharing will be provided either (A) at
rates set in existing agreements, for the duration of the respective
agreements and for an extended term expiring on the date which
is three years following their stated expiration date (or three years
following the Merger closing date in the case of agreements that
remain in effect on a month-to-month basis as of the Merger
closing date) at the price specified in the applicable agreement, or
(8) for a period of three years following the Merger closing date
(pursuant to a tariff provision providing that the offering shall
expire by its own terms upon the expiration of such three-year
period, unless FairPoint voluntarily extends the term) at a tariffed
rate of $30.00 per line (non-recurring charge), plus a recurring
charge of $6.00 per line per month (non-recurring charges will
apply only to lines for which line sharing is not being provided by
Verizon as of the Merger closing date).

iii. The Parties agree that this offering is the product of settlement
negotiations and does not constitute an admission by FairPoint or
Telco that either wholesale DSL or line sharing is required to be
offered by BOCs under Section 271 (c)(2)(B) of the
Communications Act or as a Settlement Item; if it should be
determined that either offering is so required, the Parties agree
that the rates provided herein shall constitute rates that are just
and reasonable, and not unreasonably discriminatory, within the
meaning of Section 201(b) and 202(a) of the Communications Act
and Section 2(a) above, for the three-year term described herein.

iv. Telco's obligations under this subsection 2(d) are independent of
any obligation Telco has to provide network elements or services
under applicable law and will survive any successful challenge to
any obligations to provide network elements.
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v. At the end of the three-year period referenced herein, Telco may,
at its sole discretion, withdraw any offering of line sharing or
wholesale DSL pursuant to this section that may then be in effect,
including in any state tariff or SGAT. Telco will provide at least
six-months' advance notice of any withdrawal of line sharing or
wholesale DSL, and the CLECs agree that such notice will
constitute adequate and reasonable notice under applicable law.

e. Telco will be subject to the Performance Assurance Plan (PAP) in effect
as of the Merger closing date (see section 6 below) and will not challenge
the jurisdiction of the state utility regulatory commission to enforce the
PAP.

f. Nothing herein constitutes an admission by FairPoint that Telco is a BOC
within the meaning of the Communications Act or applicable regulations
or should be treated as a BOC for any purpose other than as FairPoint
expressly agrees in this Settlement Agreement.

3. OSS

a. FairPoint has prepared a timeline for CLEC education and training,
testing and cutover, a copy of which is attached hereto as Attachment 1
and incorporated herein by reference. Attachment 1 shall govern
FairPoint's WOSS (hereinafter defined) testing, except as may otherwise
be determined by the three state regulatory commissions in their approval
of the Merger. As set forth in Attachment 1, FairPoint:

i. has provided wholesale customers with a Webex demonstration of
the WISOR system;

ii. will provide wholesale customers with a preliminary wholesale
operations support systems ('WOSS") interface test plan;

iii. will provide an opportunity for CLECs and a single regulatory staff
consulting firm expected to be chosen by agreement of the three
state utility regulatory commissions from among their respective
consulting firms participating in the docket to provide input into the
WOSS acceptance criteria (the "Readiness Criteria"), which will
consist of objective test defect severity level classification criteria
that the regulatory staff consulting firm and FairPoint agree will
establish objective measures for testing whether FairPoint's
systems are ready for Cutover and whether FairPoint's new
WOSS architecture functions as proposed, and thus will indicate
whether FairPoint is ready to provide Verizon with a "Notice of
Readiness to Cutover" under the terms of the TSA;

iv. will provide a final CLEC testing schedule;
v. will develop contingency plans for specified workaround situations

and
vi. will provide a final Cutover schedule.
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b. It is the Parties' intention that a single set of Readiness Criteria will be
developed for all three states. The CLECs hereby agree to (i) abide by
and accept the Readiness Criteria as may be agreed to by the
Governmental Authorities of the three states and (ii) refrain from
advocating for Readiness Criteria testing other than as set forth herein.
In the event the Governmental Authorities of the three states can not
agree on a common Readiness Criteria, then the Readiness Criteria
established by the applicable state utility commission shall control.

c. FairPoint wiff identify the account team or single point of contact assigned
to each GLEC.

d. FairPoint wiff be responsible for the performance of aI/ of Telco's WOSS
post-Cutover, in accordance with the terms of the PAP. All CLECs,
regardless of provisions ;n their interconnection agreements, will have the
right to seek enforcement of the PAP by the applicable state commission
(see section 6 below).

e. Telco will not pass through to CLECs any acquisition expenses, fees and
expenses under the Transition Services Agreement ("TSA") or training
expenses incurred by FairPoint in connection with the Merger or the
transition to new operating systems. FairPoint reserves the right to seek
inclusion in future Telco rate cases and cost studies (including but not
limited to a future UNE rate proceeding) those capitalized costs arising
out of development of new systems which replace systems used as of the
Merger closing date by Verizon or its affiliates (including those replacing
systems Verizon obtains from third parties), subject to normal review and
regulation by the applicable state utility regulatory commission. Nothing
herein constitutes an admission by any of the CLEGs that Telco is entitled
to any inclusion of such costs in its future rates or costs.

f. FairPoint wiff provide, without charge, training in accordance with the
training plan referenced in Attachment 1. FairPoint will continue to make
available to CLECs the types of information that Verizon currently
maintains and disseminates to CLEGS regarding Verizon's systems and
business rules and practices, including the GLEG Manual, industry letters
and the change management process. Any GLEG that currently does not
receive such materials (for example, because it takes service from the
wholesale tariff without an interconnection agreement) may receive such
materials upon request. FairPoint wiff maintain the GLEC user forum
process currently employed by Verizon.

g. FairPoint will arrange a meeting with wholesale customers approximately
six months fol/owing cutover to discuss customer concerns and
questions. Meeting participants will be expected to inform FairPoint of
concerns and questions in advance of the meeting so as to enable
FairPoint to respond at or before the meeting.

4. Existing Agreements, SGATs and Wholesale Tariffs
a. The applicable FairPoint affiliate will extend in writing all inter-carrier

agreements in effect as of the Merger closing date for three years
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following their stated expiration date. Such extension shall not affect the
right of a CLEC to terminate an agreement pursuant to the agreement's
provisions. Either party may commence negotiation of a new agreement
within nine months prior to the expiration of such extended term.

b. For agreements that have expired or are renewed only on a month-to-
month basis as of the Merger closing date, FairPoint will extend the then-
current rates and other terms in writing for three years following the
Merger crosing date. Nothing herein shall affect the right of either party to
extend such agreements further on a month-to-month basis following the
expiration of such three-year term, if the terms of the agreement permit
such unilateral month-to-month extensions. Either party may commence
negotiation of a new agreement within nine months prior to the expiration
of the three-year extension term.

c. FairPoint will cause all volume pricing provided for in either type of
agreement described above, or in tariff-based volume discount programs,
to be pro-rated so such volume pricing terms will be deemed to exclude
volume requirements from states outside of the three-state area served
by Telco following the Merger closing date. FairPoint will work with
CLECs and Verizon to provide them the same benefits in the aggregate
as those provided by the existing Verizon volume discount arrangement;
however, in the event that a CLEC chooses to reduce its spending in the
Telco service territory post-closing, the Parties acknowledge and agree
that FairPoint and its affiliates will not be required to hold such CLEC
"harmless" in the amount of credit it receives under such volume discount
arrangement.

d. FairPoint will offer three-year agreements for tandem transit service,. with
rates capped at the current tandem transit rates for wholesale customers
that agree to a three-year minimum term commitment.

e. FairPoint will adopt and will cap existing rates under wholesale tariffs
(e.g., Tariff 84 in New Hampshire) in effect as of the Merger closing date
at then-current levels for a period of three years following the Merger
closing date, and FairPoint will also freeze the wholesale discount offered
under total service resale ("TSR") tariffs (e.g., Tariff 86 in New
Hampshire) in effect as of the Merger closing date at then-current levels
for three years following the Merger closing date, in each case unless
FairPoint is required by law to modify such rates (for example, due to a
mandated revenue-neutral rate rebalancing). FairPoint may make filings
to initiate a proceeding to increase wholesale rates or to decrease a
wholesale discount prior to the expiration of such three-year period
provided that the effective date of such rate increase or discount
decrease will be on or after the expiration of such three-year period.
Services available pursuant to said tariffs, as may be amended from time
to time in accordance with applicable law (but subject to the terms of this
agreement), shall be made available to the CLECs in accordance with the
terms thereof.

f. FairPoint shall adopt the Vermont SGAT in effect as of the Merger closing
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date and the Vermont SGAT shall remain in place with rates capped at
then-current levels for three years following the Merger closing date.
Services available pursuant to said SGA T, as may be amended from time
to time in accordance with applicable law (but subject to the terms of this
agreement), shall be made available to the CLECs in accordance with the
terms thereof.

g. Following the closing date of the Merger, FairPoint will seek to make
Telco a party in Maine PUC Docket No. 2002-682 and, if permitted by the
Maine Public Utilities Commission ("PUC"), Telco will be bound by the
record in that proceeding created by Verizon for the establishment of
tariffed rates in Maine for unbundled network elements required under
Section 251(c) of the Communications Act.

h. No CLEC will advocate any of the following to be effective within the three
years following the Merger closing date: (i) any decrease in any of Telco's
rates for tand.em transit service, (ii) any decrease in Telco's rates for
wholesale services under wholesale tariffs, (iii) any decrease in Telco's
rates under the Vermont SGA T, or (iv) any increase in the wholesale
discount offered under TSR tariffs. This agreement shall not preclude a
Party from advocating any position in a rule making of general applicability
to the ILEC sector, such as the FCC's Docket 05-25. Further, nothing
herein shall preclude a Party from challenging a new service offering in
any state or federal tariff proceeding. Notwithstanding anything herein to
the contrary, FairPoint shall have the same rights and obligations as
Verizon in connection with and arising out of any final order which may be
issued within NHPUC Docket 06-067.

5. Access Services Provided Under Tariff
a. Telco will not advocate any increase in any of its tariffed rates for

interstate or intrastate tariffed special access circuits to be effective within
the three years following the Merger closing date, unless required by law.
Telco may commence a proceeding or proceedings seeking an increase
in such rates prior to the expiration of such three-year period provided
that the effective date of the new rates shall not be before the end of such
three-year period.

b. Telco will not withdraw any of its currently tariffed interstate or intrastate
offering of special access circuits offering for three years after the Merger
closing date, unless required by law. This agreement shall not prevent
Telco from withdrawing other services offered under the special access
tariffs, including high-speed, packetized broadband services previously
tariffed by Verizon but authorized by the FCC to be withdrawn from the
interstate special access tariff.

c. No CLEC will advocate any decrease in any of Telco's interstate or
intrastate tariffed special access rates to be effective within the three
years following the Merger closing date. This agreement shall not
preclude a Party from advocating any position in a rulemaking of general
applicability to the ILEC sector, such as the FCC's Docket 05-25.
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III

6. Service Quality & Performance Assurance Plan
a. Telco will adhere to the applicable PAP and C2C Guidelines as

implemented in each of the three states and be subject to the potential
penalties and enforcement mechanisms set forth in those documents.

b. Any CLEC may seek enforcement of the applicable PAP, even if such
right is not expressly incorporated in the interconnection agreement, tariff
or SGA T pursuant to which the CLEC purchases service.

c. After the Merger closing date, FairPoint will work cooperatively with the
CLECs and state utility regulatory staff in good faith to develop and
implement a simplified, uniform PAP applicable to Telco in Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont. FairPoint agrees to begin this process by
proposing for consideration by the CLECs a revised PAP that could be
implemented in all three states.

d. Reporting obligations and penalties under the PAP or C2C Guidelines will
be temporarily suspended on the day of the cutover (the last business
day of the month in which cutover occurs) and for the following one month
(i.e., a total of one month plus one to three days). All Parties to this
settlement agree not to oppose a request by FairPoint for a waiver of the
PAP provisions as necessary to effectuate this temporary suspension.
FairPoint shall take commercially reasonable steps to ensure that
adequate personnel are available to process wholesale orders during the
transition period and will structure the transition so as to be able to
demonstrate that parity is maintained in the processing of retail and
wholesale orders.

e. FairPoint will comply with number porting intervals and trunk ordering
rules and intervals as may be set forth within existing tariffs,
interconnection agreements or other agreements, as the case may be.
Otherwise, FairPoint will comply with industry standard number porting
intervals and trunk ordering rules and intervals.

7. Forbearance
a. FairPoint will not file any new forbearance petition seeking relief from any

of Telco's Section 251 obligations or obligations to provide access to
Settlement Items in any wire center in Maine, New Hampshire or Vermont
for three years after the Merger closing date. FairPoint shall not be
prohibited from pursuing rights of review or clarification or from enforcing
any forbearance grant arising from a prior Verizon petition, with the
exception that if the pending petition by Verizon seeking forbearance for
the Boston MSA (which includes Strafford and Rockingham Counties in
New Hampshire) is granted in whole or in part as to any wire centers in
the acquired territory, FairPoint will not give effect to such forbearance for
three years fOllowing the Merger closing date. In such event, the Parties
agree that the three-year period following the Merger closing date shall be
deemed to constitute a reasonable transition period, and no Party shall
seek any additional transition beyond such three-year period before
FairPoint may give effect to any such forbearance authority.
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b. FairPoint will not file any new forbearance petition seeking non-dominant
treatment for Telco in the acquired territory for three years after the
Merger closing date. Nothing herein will restrict FairPoint from enforcing
any forbearance from dominant carrier regulation already granted to
Verizon (by operation of law or otherwise) in the acquired territory.

8. Mutual Obligation to Support the Settlement Agreement and to Urge the
Commission/Board to Approve It

a. Each Party agrees to support the settlement terms set forth herein (the
"CLEC Settlement Conditions"), to advocate approval of the Merger
without additional wholesale.conditions, and to urge the state utility
regulatory commission to incorporate the CLEC Settlement Conditions
into any final order approving the transaction. Without limiting the
foregoing, each Party agrees to join in the filing of a joint Settlement
Stipulation in New Hampshire Docket DT-07-011, and to file its own brief
in Vermont Docket No. 7270, in each case indicating the Parties' support
for approval of the Merger subject to the CLEC Settlement Conditions.
In response to any inquiry into such Party's position in one or more of the
Dockets, each Party will express its support for approval of the Merger
subject to the CLEC Settlement Conditions, and its belief that no other
wholesale conditions are necessary or in the public interest.
Notwithstanding anything in this Section 8 to the contrary, in the event the
New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission denies the waiver sought by
the Parties in the Joint Stipulation to which this agreement is attached,
then for purposes of the proceedings in Docket DT 07-011, the Parties
are free to resort to their respective pre-settlement litigation position(s).

b. The Parties agree that these terms are part of a partial settlement
proposal and agree to cooperate in advocating that these terms be
adopted in their entirety and without modification in each of Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont.

C. In the event that the CLEC Settlement Conditions are not adopted in all
material respects, and without material modification, by a state utility
regulatory commission, they shall be null and void in that state, provided,
however, that any material modification by one or more of the states of
the role of the staff consulting firm in reviewing FairPoint's WOSS as
described in Sections 3(a) and (b) above will have no effect on the
enforceability of the other CLEC Settlement Conditions.

d. In the event that the Merger does not close, the Settlement Stipulation
and the CLEC Settlement Conditions shall be null and void.

9. Jurisdiction. The Settlement Stipulation and the CLEC Settlement Conditions
shall be enforceable by the state utility regulatory commissions except as
expressly provided herein.

III
9
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III

a. The Parties agree that disputes over a question whether Telco is required to
provide a Settlement Item or on what terms, under section 2(a) above, will be
resolved in accordance with section 2(c) above. Jurisdiction over all other
disputes arising hereunder or under the Settlement Stipulation properly lie
with the state utility regulatory commission in the state which the dispute
arises.

b. It is the intent of the Parties that any state utility regulatory commission to
which a dispute is brought will resolve only those disputes arising in its state.

10. No Admission. Nothing herein constitutes an admission by any Party of any
factual or legal issue or matter; and neither this document nor the settlement
discussions that led to it shall be used as evidence in any proceeding unrelated
to the enforcement of these CLEC Settlement Conditions or the Settlement
Stipulation.

11. Headings, Definitions. Capitalized terms used herein without definition shall
have the meaning ascribed to them in the Settlement Stipulation. Section
headings used herein are for convenience only and shall have no legal effect.

10
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EXHIBIT 3

FairPoint Retail Quality of Service Commitments

1. GENERAL

1.1 FairPoint shall provide telecommunications services to the public in accordance
with its tariffs on file with the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission (the "Commission")
and applicable Commission rules.

1.2 FairPoint shall employ prudent management and engineering practices, including
but not limited to the employment of reliable procedures for forecasting future demand for
service, conducting studies, and maintaining records to the end that reasonable margins of
facilities and adequate personnel are available with the objective that service will meet the
quality standards set by the Commission.

1.3 FairPoint shall make traffic studies and maintain records as required to determine
that sufficient equipment and an adequate operating force are provided at all times, including
records of the average busy hour, busy season.

2. TRANSITION

2.1 Over a transition period as set forth below, FairPoint shall bring any non-
complying service quality measures into compliance with the applicable standard.

2.2 FairPoint shall establish a baseline level of compliance with each quality of
service standard based on the average of the twelve months ending December 31, 2007 and
identify for each standard with which FairPoint is not in compliance the difference between such
performance level and the required standard (the "Transition Increment").

2.3
schedule:

a.
b.
c.
d.

FairPoint shall achieve reductions in the Transition Increments on the following

1/6th by December 31, 2008;
1/2 by December 31, 2009;
5/6ths by December 31, 2010; and
Full standard compliance by July 31, 2011.

3. RETAIL SERVICE STANDARDS

These rules establish retail quality of service standards which shall be met by FairPoint.
The rules include surveillance levels, which indicate a need for FairPoint to investigate, take
appropriate corrective action, and provide a report of such activities to the Commission.



Wholesale quality of service standards are prescribed separately in the Perfonnance Assurance
Plan (PAP) and are not covered by these standards.

3.1 Service Measurements

FairPoint shall make regular, monthly measurements to detennine the level of service for
each item included in these standards unless stated otherwise in the definition of a specific
measurement. FairPoint shall provide the Commission with the results for each measurement as
well as year-to-date summary reports. Results will be reported at a central office level, where
appropriate, as well as at statewide levels. Records of these measurements and summaries shall
be retained by the utility for a period of at least five years for audit purposes. FairPoint's
performance in each area shall be measured and reported monthly by the 20th day of the
following month (i.e. January performance results will be due to the Commission on February
20). FairPoint's monthly performance report will also include a year-to-date summary result for
each performance measure. Performance during major storms and other major events or
circumstances which FairPoint's management is unable to prevent through the exercise of
reasonable diligence ("Force Majeure Events") shall be reported by FairPoint and upon Staffs
agreement, shall be excluded from the determination of whether FairPoint has complied with the
applicable standard.

3.2 Standards for Installation of Service

a. FairPoint and the Commission Staff shall work to develop within six
months following commencement of reports under 3.2(b) below new criteria for
measuring dial tone installations for basic service and DSL service (i) involving the
dispatch of technicians, (ii) mechanized installations and (iii) a combination of both.

b. FairPoint shall commence reporting dial tone and DSL installation data to
Staff separately for dispatched and mechanized installations as soon as reasonably
practicable after the Closing Date but no later than two months following Cutover.

c. Based upon this data, new surveillance and penalty level criteria shall be
established for dial tone and DSL service installation. Such criteria may be established
separately for dispatched and mechanized orders or for a combination of both.

d. No penalties shall be applied to dial tone and DSL installations until the
new criteria have been established, which shall be subject to the Transition Increments
and the associated dates in Section 2 above.

e. FairPoint shall make commitments to customers as to the date of
installation of all service orders and ninety percent (90%) of such commitments shall be
met.

f. Ninety-five percent (95%) of FairPoint's service orders shall be filled no
later than 30 days after the customer has made such application except where the
customer requests a later date.



3.3 Operator Handled Calls

a. All operator handled calls shall be carefully supervised. Calls requiring
timing shall be accurately timed.

b. FairPoint shall maintain adequate personnel to meet the standard of
average operator answering performance on a monthly basis as follows:

1. Ninety percent (90%) of toll and local assistance operator calls
answered within ten seconds.

2. Eighty-five percent (85%) of directory assistance and intercept
calls shall be answered within ten seconds.

3. Eighty-five percent (85%) of repair service calls, calls to the
business office and other calls shall be answered within 20 seconds.

4. An "answer" shall mean that the operator or FairPoint
representative is ready to accept information necessary to process the call or
address the repair issue. An acknowledgment that the customer is waiting on the
line shall not constitute an "answer."

3.4 Customer Trouble Report Standards

a. Service shall be maintained by FairPoint in such a manner that the
monthly rate of network trouble reports I does not exceed 1.08 per 100 local access lines
per month (subject to the Transition Increments).

b. At least ninety percent of out of service trouble reports on service
provided by FairPoint shall be cleared within twenty-four hours, excluding Sunday,
except where access to the customer's premises is required but not available.

c. FairPoint shall provide to the customer a commitment time by which the
trouble will be cleared. At least ninety percent of the repair commitments shall be met
excepting customer caused delays.

3.5 Network Call Completion Standards

a. Sufficient central office and interoffice channel capacity and equipment
shall be provided by the exchange carrier to meet dial tone within three seconds on

I Network trouble reports include disposition codes 3 for drop wire, 4 for outside plant, 5 for central office, 7 for test
ok, 8 for found ok in, and 9 for found ok out. It includes Pubcom and repeat reports and excludes subsequent
reports, interexchange calls and non-regulated ePE.



ninety-eight (98) percent of all calls during the average busy season, busy hour without
encountering blockages or equipment irregularities.

b. Sufficient central office and interoffice channel capacity and equipment
shall be provided by the exchange carrier to meet proper completion of ninety-seven (97)
percent of all correctly dialed calls within New Hampshire during the average busy
season, busy hour without encountering blockages or equipment irregularities.

3.6 Diagnostic Measures

a. The following measures will be reported monthly by FairPoint to be used
as a tracking tool for the Commission. None of these measures have a standard or penalty
associated with them. They are used for tracking purposes only.

1. Total held orders on hand
2. Average delay days for installation of service
3. Number of installation orders
4. Number of access lines installed (access line inward movement)
5. Percent of calls to repair that are abandoned
6. Mean time to repair all service problems
7. Repeat trouble reports
8. Access lines in service
9. Number of held orders over 30 days

3.7 Customer Trouble Report Standards by Wire Center (Surveillance Only)

Service shall be maintained by wire center by FairPoint in such a manner that the
monthly rate of network trouble reports, does not exceed (1.58) per 100 local access lines
per month. To the extent a wire center is not covered by the Network Improvement Plan
under Section 10.2, failure to achieve this metric for three consecutive months indicates
a need for FairPoint to investigate, take appropriate corrective action, and provide a
report of such activities to the Commission within 30 days of the third consecutive month
above the standard.

3.8 Held Orders

FairPoint shall adopt the Maine quality of service standard for held orders of not
longer, on average, than 6.21 days, subject to the Transition Increments.

4. PENALTIES

FairPoint shall apply the Maine service quality penalty structure to the criteria set forth
herein ($7,500 per percentage point missed subject to an overall annual limit of $12.5 million)
and subject to the Transition Increments.
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Exhibit 2

STATE OF MAINE
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

AMENDED
STIPULATION

December 21, 2007

VERIZON NEW ENGLAND, INC.
D/B/A VERIZON MAINE, ET AL.
Request for Approval of Affiliated Interest
Transaction and Transfer of Assets of
Verizon's Property and Customer Relations
to be Merged with and into
FairPoint Communications, Inc.

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
Investigation into New Alternative Form of
Regulation for Verizon Maine Pursuant to
35-A M.R.S.A. §9102-9103

Docket No. 2007-67

Docket No. 2005-155

Verizon New England Inc., d/b/a Verizon Maine ("Verizon New England"), Northern New

England Telephone Operations Inc. ("Telco"), Enhanced Communications of Northern New

England Inc. ("Newco"), Northland Telephone Company of Maine, Inc., Sidney Telephone

Company, Standish Telephone Company, China Telephone Company, Maine Telephone

Company, and Community Service Telephone Co. (the latter six being referred to as the

"FairPoint Maine Telephone Companies"), the Maine Office of the Public Advocate, the

Intervenors who have signed this Stipulation and the Advocacy Staff ("Staff') of the Maine

Public Utilities Commission ("Commission") hereby agree and stipulate as follows:

I. PURPOSE
The purpose of this Stipulation is to settle (except as provided explicitly herein) all issues

in this proceeding, to avoid further proceedings on those issues and to expedite the

Commission's consideration and resolution of the proceedings. The provisions agreed to herein

have been reached as a result of information gathered through review of the Applicants' prefiled

testimony and exhibits, both formal and informal discovery, testimony presented at hearings
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before the Commission, the Examiner's Report and discussions and negotiations among the

parties.

II. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

On January 31,2007, the Joint Applicants filed an application seeking issuance of a

Commission order granting any and all approvals and authorizations required for the transfer of

Verizon New England's local exchange and long distance businesses and the long distance

businesses of certain affiliated companies of Verizon New England to FairPoint

Communications, Inc. (UFairPoint"), the commencement of the provision of regulated telephone

utility services by Telco and Newco, the discontinuance of regulated telephone utility service by

Verizon New England and certain ancillary transactions.

The Commission docketed the submission as Docket No. 2007-67, assigned the case to

a Hearing Examiner and appointed Advisory Staff and Advocacy Staff. The Hearing Examiner

issued a Notice of Proceeding, Procedural Order and Notice of Opportunity to Intervene on

February 2.

The following parties filed timely petitions to intervene and were granted intervention

status: the Office of the Public Advocate (OPA); Communication Workers of America (CWA)

and International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) Locals 2320, 2326, and 2327, and

IBEW System Council T-6 (collectively Labor); the Eastern Maine Labor Council, AFL-CI01; the

CLEC Coalition (Mid-Maine Communications, Oxford Networks, and Pine Tree Networks);

Biddeford Internet Corporation d/b/a Great Works Internet (GWI); One Communications (One);

Cornerstone Communications, LLC; XO Communications Services, Inc.; Level 3

Communications, LLC; the Telephone Association of Maine (TAM); Pine Tree Telephone and

Telegraph Company; Saco River Telegraph and Telephone Company; Oxford Telephone
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Company, Oxford West Telephone Company, Oxford County Telephone Service Company and

Revolution Networks, all d/b/a as Oxford Networks; Mid Maine Communications; Lincolnville

Telephone Company; Tidewater Telecom, Inc.; Unitel, Inc.; U.S. Cellular Corporation; and the

Department of Education and the Maine State Library.

On March 12, James Cowie, lead participant in a complaint docket dealing with

Verizon's alleged participation in the National Security Agency's warrantless domestic

wiretapping and data collection program, requested discretionary intervenor status in this case.

The Hearing Examiner, on March 28, approved discretionary intervention, but limited

Complainants' participation to argument regarding the need to and means of preserving the

Commission's jurisdiction over the existing claims against Verizon in Docket No. 2006-274.

Technical Conferences were held on June 7, 8 and 12,2007 to allow Advisory Staff and

Intervenors the opportunity to perform discovery on FairPoint's and Verizon's joint application,

prefiled testimony and responses to data requests. Additional Technical Conferences were held

on August 9 and 10, 2007 covering to the prefiled testimony and data responses of Intervenor

witnesses.

On September 10 and 11,2007, a Settlement Conference was held in Portland, to which

all parties were invited. The parties attending the Settlement Conference included: FairPoint,

Verizon, the MPUC Advocacy Staff, the Office of the Public Advocate, GWI, and One

Communications. This Stipulation is a product of a process that began at this time.

On July 24,2007, Level 3 notified the Commission that it was withdrawing its petition to

intervene and that it approved the proposed transaction without conditions. On October 10,

TAM advised the Commission it had entered into a settlement agreement with FairPoint and its

members were satisfied that their issues related to the merger had been resolved. TAM also

advised that it supported merger approval as it related to TAM's membership's issues.

1 Due to the limited information in the Eastern Maine Labor Council's (Council) petition to
intervene regarding how this proceeding would have a direct and substantial impact on it, the Council was
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Three well-attended public witness hearings were conducted during the month of

September: September 18 in Fort Kent, with remote locations in Houlton and Presque Isle;

September 20 in Bangor, and September 25 in Portland.

Evidentiary Hearings on the FairPoint, Verizon, and Intervenor filed testimony were

conducted October 2-5 and 10. Briefs were filed on November 2, 2007. The Examiner's Report

was issued on November 26,2007 and Exceptions were filed on December 3,2007.

During November and December, meetings and discussions occurred that culminated in

the negotiation of this Stipulation.

In Docket No. 2005-155 (Verizon Maine AFOR) an Examiner's Report in the form of a

draft Commission order was released on May 9, 2007, addressing, among other things, Phase I

issues related to Verizon Maine's revenues, expenses and earnings under a traditional, rate-of-

return mode of Commission regulation. DUJing the period for writing exceptions, the Public

Advocate and Verizon Maine discussed their differences with respect to the Examiner's Report

that resulted in the filing of an Amended Stipulation, approved by the Commission by Order

dated October 3, 2007. The Amended Stipulation reached no final decision on the merits of the

issues but had the effect of staying for a time any final Commission decision.

III. STIPULATION PROVISIONS

The Parties to this Stipulation agree and recommend that the Commission order as

follows:

1. Approval of Application. The Parties to this Stipulation agree that the Joint

Application and accompanying exhibits filed on January 31, 2007, and the approvals and

authorizations requested therein, satisfy the applicable statutory criteria and should be granted

granted discretionary intervention pursuant to Section 721 of Chapter 110.
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by the Commission, by an order that approves, accepts and adopts this Stipulation and all of the

provisions thereof.

2. Specific Approvals and Authorizations. The granting of the Joint Application shall

include all authorizations, approvals, and findings requested in the Joint Application and the

accompanying exhibits, including the following:

A. The reorganizations that result from Verizon New England's transfer of its assets,

liabilities and customer relationships relating to its local exchange, intrastate toll

and exchange access operations in Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine to

Telco, a subsidiary of Verizon New England, as more fully described in more fully

described in a Distribution Agreement between Verizon Communications and

Spinco dated January 15, 2007, are consistent with the interests of the utilities'

ratepayers and investors and shall be approved pursuant to 35-A M.R.SA §

708.

B. The reorganizations that result from NYNEX Long Distance, BACI, and VSSl's

transfer of their accounts receivable, liabilities and customer relationships

relating to their long-distance operations in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont

to Newco, a direct wholly-owned subsidiary of Spinco, through a series of

intermediate transfers, are consistent with the interests of the utilities' ratepayers

and investors and shall be approved pursuant to 35-A M.R.SA § 708.

C. The reorganizations that result from Verizon New England's transfer of the stock

in Telco to Spinco through a series of intermediate transfers, such that Telco will

become a direct, wholly-owned subsidiary of Spinco, are consistent with the

interests of the utilities' ratepayers and investors and shall be approved pursuant

to 35-A M.R.SA § 708.
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D. The reorganizations that result from Verizon Communications' distribution of the

stock of Spinco directly to the shareholders of Verizon Communications, such

that Spinco (and therefore Telco and Newco) no longer will be subsidiaries of

Verizon Communications, are consistent with the interests of the utilities'

ratepayers and investors and shall be approved pursuant to 35-A M.R.S.A §

708.

E. The reorganizations that result from Spinco's merger with and into FairPoint

immediately following the distribution of the Spinco stock, are consistent with the

interests of the utilities' ratepayers and investors and shall be approved under

35-A M.R.S.A § 708.

F. The transfer of assets of Verizon New England to Telco shall be authorized

pursuant to 35-A M.R.S.A § 1101.

G. The discontinuance of service by Verizon New England shall be approved

pursuant to 35-A M.R.S.A. § 1104.

H. The furnishing of service by Telco and Newco, is declared to be required by

public convenience and necessity and shall be approved pursuant to 35-A

M.R.S.A §§ 2102 & 2105.

I. FairPoint and the individual Operating Subsidiaries shall be authorized to file

initial schedules of rates, terms and condition conforming to the current

schedules for local rates, terms and conditions of Verizon New England, Inc.,

which are presently on file with the Commission.

J. The provisioning of services and facilities between Telco and affiliated interests

of Telco pursuant to the Verizon Cost Allocation Manual (CAM) on a temporary

basis until completion of review of a permanent CAM and contracts with affiliated

interests in accordance with Section 11I(3)(E)(8) of this Stipulation, shall be

authorized pursuant to 35-A M.R.S.A § 707.
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K. Such other authorizations and approvals as are necessary to effectuate the

transaction shall be granted.

3. Conditions of Approval. In addition to the approvals and authorizations set forth

above, the Parties further agree to the following terms and conditions of approval:

A. Financial Conditions:

$ 48,000,000.00

$ 48,000,000.00

$ 47,000,000.00

Average of First Two Years:

Average of First Three Years:

1. Capital Expenditures/Dividend Restriction. During the three years

following the Closing Date, FairPoint shall make, on average, annual capital investments

in Maine in the following minimum amounts:

First Year:

To assure investment in the network occurs as projected by FairPoint, total dividend

payments by FairPoint to its common shareholders following the two year anniversary of

the closing will be reduced the following year by the amount in which the annual average

capital expenditures made in Maine over the two years is less than $48 million, and

dividends paid in the year following the three year anniversary will be reduced by the

amount in which the annual average capital expenditures over the three-year period is

less than $47,000,000.

2. Further Dividend Restrictions.

(a) Beginning with the first full quarterly dividend paid after the closing of the

Merger, FairPoint shall reduce its aggregate annual dividends payable on common stock

(currently $1.59 per share) by 35% which is effectively an annual reduction of

approximately $49.7 million from current projected levels after the Merger. FairPoint
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shall not be allowed to subsequently increase its per share dividend until this limitation is

terminated pursuant to paragraph 4.

(b) FairPoint shall not declare or pay any dividend on the common stock of

FairPoint following the end of any three consecutive fiscal quarters during which the

Leverage Ratio exceeds 5.50 (reduced to 5.0 at and after the fifth full calendar quarter

following the Closing Date) or the Interest Coverage Ratio is less than 2.25. FairPoint

shall use funds that would otherwise be available to pay dividends but for this restriction

to first repay outstanding borrowings under its revolving credit agreement and second to

prepay Term Loan borrowings (unless the loan agreements require a different order of

payment) until such repayments reduce the debt as of the end of the last respective

quarter such that the Leverage Ratio is reduced to 5.5 or 5.0, respectively. (There will

not be any limitation on dividends paid during the first two full fiscal quarters following

the closing beyond the reduction agreed to in paragraph 2(a).)

(c) FairPoint shall limit the cumulative amount of payments of dividends on

its outstanding common stock (excluding the first two full quarterly dividend payments

after the closing) to not more than the cumulative adjusted free cash flow (before

dividends) generated from and after the Closing Date.

(d) The conditions in paragraphs (b) and (c) will not be effective until the third

full fiscal quarter following the closing, to be consistent with the proposed credit

agreement. For all purposes in this Stipulation Leverage Ratio shall be defined as the

ratio of Total Indebtedness to Adjusted EBITDA. In calculating the Leverage Ratio, for

purposes of this Stipulation, FairPoint shall use the outstanding gross debt amount

reduced by any available cash balance, provided that the amount of cash netted against

gross debt shall be no more than $25 million. The definitions of Total Indebtedness and

Adjusted EBITDA shall be the same as those contained in FairPoint's current loan

documents and as modified by the terms of the new loan documents.
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3. Debt Reduction. Beginning in the first quarter of 2009, FairPoint agrees

to pay the higher of $35,000,000 annually, or 90% of annual Free Cash Flow, to be

applied equally in each fiscal quarter, towards the permanent reduction of the principal

amount of the Term Loan. Free Cash Flow is defined as the cash flow remaining after

all operating expenses, interest payments, tax payments, capital expenditures, dividends

and other routine cash expenditures have occurred. (For the first full year of operations,

this calculation would include all adjustments permitted by the current and the new loan

documents.)

4. Termination of Financial Conditions. The requirements and conditions in

paragraphs 2(a), (b) & (c) and 3, above, shall terminate upon FairPoint achieving a

Leverage Ratio of 3.5 for any three consecutive fiscal quarters, provided that if within

two years of the end of such three consecutive fiscal quarters achieving the Leverage

Ratio of 3.5, the Leverage Ratio exceeds 4.0 for any three consecutive quarters, the

limitations and conditions in paragraphs 2(a), (b) & (c) and 3 will become effective and

remain effective until the earlier of five years after the end of such three consecutive

fiscal quarters achieving a Leverage Ratio of 3.5 or ten years after the closing date. In

any event, the limitations and conditions in paragraphs 2(a), (b) & (c), 3 and 4 shall

terminate no later than ten years after the closing date. (For the purpose of clarity, if

over the ten year period FairPoint does not achieve the Leverage Ratio of 3.5 for three

consecutive quarters, the limitations and conditions remain in effect over the entire ten

year period.)

It is noted by the Parties to the Stipulation that FairPoint's Discovery Model as

adjusted to reflect the conditions in the Stipulation indicates that FairPoint is expected to

achieve the Leverage Ratio of 3.5 by 2011. The parties' consideration of the model

scenarios provided by FairPoint does not indicate agreement with the model itself or the

model scenarios.

9
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5. Workinq Capital Adiustment. Verizon will provide at or before closing a

contribution to Spinco that will increase Spinco's working capital in the amount of $235.5

million in addition to the amount specified for working capital in the Distribution

Agreement as of the date hereof. FairPoint shall use $235.5 million to repay

permanently (or otherwise not incur), not later than 30 days after the closing of the

Merger, the Term Loan or the Spinco Securities issued or incurred at closing. In

addition, Verizon agrees it will not offset against the required working capital contribution

any portion of the $12,000,000 commitment Verizon incurred by way of a stipulation with

the OPA in the pending Verizon Maine AFaR proceeding (Docket No. 2005-155) to

deploy additional broadband services prior to the closing. Verizon has agreed to incur

the full $12,000,000 obligation to expand DSL services pursuant to the Stipulation in

Docket No. 2005-155 prior to the closing of Merger (or to leave the balance of monies

not incurred in escrow for FairPoint to complete the project) and will not seek

reimbursement from FairPoint.

In addition, within 30 days of closing Verizon will make a one-time cash

contribution in the amount of $2.5 million to the ConnectME Authority in furtherance of

the Authority's statutory objectives.

B. DSL Commitment:

FairPoint shall expand DSL Availability in Maine to reach the 83% addressability of

Maine access lines within two years of the closing of the Merger.

As part of a comprehensive resolution of all issues pending in this Docket and in Docket

No. 2005-155 (the Verizon Maine AFaR proceeding), FairPoint agrees that during the 5-year

period beginning upon closing, FairPoint shall spend not less than an additional $40,000,000 (in

excess of the $12,000,000 expenditure by Verizon pursuant to the Amended Stipulation

approved in Docket No. 2005-155 and the estimated $17,550,000 expenditure by FairPoint in

10
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implementing the two-year DSL deployment plan submitted to the Maine PUC as part of its

filings in Docket No. 2007-67) for the purchase and installation of equipment and related

infrastructure necessary to further expand the availability of broadband services to locations in

Maine, with the goal of attaining 90% DSL addressability by the end of the five year period.

FairPoint further agrees that by the end of the five-year period it will reach 82% overall

addressability for FairPoint access lines in UNE Zone 3. To the extent that the goal of attaining

90% DSL addressability is not achieved by the end of such five-year period, FairPoint shall

make additional investment as necessary to achieve such goal. To the extent any of the

$40,000,000 is not expended by the end of the five year period, FairPoint shall contribute the

unexpended funds to the ConnectME Authority. During the five year period under this

paragraph, FairPoint shall file quarterly reports with the Commission regarding its broadband

deployment activities containing the type of information required of Verizon under Section 3 of

the Amended Stipulation of August 8, 2007 in Docket No. 2005-155.

FairPoint agrees that any of the facilities constructed with funds derived from either the

$17,500,000 or $40,000,000 committed by FairPoint or the $12,000,000 committed by Verizon,

as referenced in the preceding paragraph, that are part of the incumbent local exchange carrier

(ILEC) network shall be made available to competitors as Unbundled Network Elements (UNEs)

to the same extent that "legacy" ILEC network facilities are required to be made available on a

UNE basis.

Further, the parties hereby request that the PUC direct that any money spent by

FairPoint on equipment and infrastructure for the expansion of broadband services within the

UNE-3 zones shall not be expended for customer locations currently served or publicly

scheduled to be served within 12 months by broadband providers funded by the ConnectME

Authority in order to ensure the success of the broadband initiative of the ConnectME Authority

and the public policy underlying such initiative, and that the Commission shall retain the

authority to and shall review the effect of such restrictions on broadband construction to ensure
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that any competitive limitations continue to serve the public policy objectives of the ConnectME

Authority, the Commission and the State of Maine and to revise these provisions in accordance

with its findings.

FairPoint agrees that at the time of closing, FairPoint will maintain all prices and speeds

offered by Verizon for broadband Internet access service, including the provision of standalone

DSL service, and that standalone DSL service shall continue to be available for a period of two

years following closing and at a month-to-month price not to exceed $37 per month. FairPoint

will not increase the prices for broadband services for two years following closing provided the

Commission does not seek to alter, amend or reduce any of FairPoint's prices for services that

are subject to the Commission's regulation. All promotional rates offered by Verizon will be

evaluated by FairPoint on a regular basis and are subject to modification; provided that

FairPoint will adhere to all terms and conditions of Verizon's $15 per month "for life" rate for 768

kbs access speeds to existing subscribers to this offer at closing. In addition, FairPoint shall not

increase its monthly rates for basic (768 kbs) DSL service ("DSL Light") beyond the monthly

rates currently offered by Verizon ($15 for a two year contract, $18 for a one year contract) for a

period of two years following closing.

C. AFaR Settlement:

As part of a comprehensive resolution of all issues pending in this Docket and in Docket No.

2005-155, upon closing, FairPoint shall adopt in Maine all currently effective rates of Verizon,

and the current provisions of the Verizon Maine AFaR shall be applicable to FairPoint, provided

that FairPoint shall be subject to the Service Ouality Index ("SOl") as set forth in Attachment 1 to

this Stipulation. Effective August 1, 2008, FairPoint shall implement reductions to the monthly

rate caps for basic residence and business service under the adopted Verizon Maine AFaR by

an amount determined by dividing $18,000,000 by Telco's March 31, 2008 access lines for

basic residence and business service (excluding access lines packaged in any bundle of
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service and business Centrex or special contracts services), divided by 12. The current AFOR

as adopted by FairPoint (including the reduced cap and the mutual stayout on initiating any rate

of return-based earnings investigation) shall remain in effect for a period of 5 years after August

1, 2008. This provision, as well as FairPoint's commitment on DSL above, shall be in full and

complete settlement of all outstanding issues in the pending Verizon Maine AFOR proceeding,

Docket No. 2005-155, Phases I and II, and shall not constitute precedent with respect to the

issue of any revenue requirement issue, including but not limited to the imputation of yellow

page directory revenues, in determining the revenue requirement of FairPoint-Maine, which may

be raised and addressed in a future general rate proceeding subsequent to the expiration of the

five-year term of the adopted FairPoint AFOR described above.

D. Labor Matters:

Verizon shall not be required to waive the six-month no-hire proVision in the Employee

Matters Agreement.

FairPoint has already agreed in the Employee Matters Agreement to honor existing

collective bargaining agreements with respect to matters that are within FairPoint's control, and

is willing to extend such agreements on generally the same conditions in the current

agreements for a period of at least two years. These conditions would include plans that mirror

all compensation and benefit plans, including medical and retirement benefits. In addition,

FairPoint will offer employment to the Verizon employees being laid off in the Bangor wireless

call center pursuant to a written agreement with Verizon.

E. Additional Matters:

1. FairPoint will adhere to its commitments on retail rates and treatment of

wholesale customers, as set forth in its Brief in this Docket. Furthermore, FairPoint

agrees to the following Recommended Conditions in the Examiner's Report to the extent

indicated:
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V-D-4 (ER, p. 121) - FairPoint agrees
V-D-5 (ER, p. 122) - FairPoint agrees
V-D-6 (ER, p. 122) - FairPoint agrees
V-D-7 (ER, p. 122) - FairPoint agrees
V-D-8 (ER, p. 122) - FairPoint agrees
VI-B-2 (ER, p. 191) - FairPoint agrees
VI-B-5 (ER, p. 191) - FairPoint agrees
VIII-3 (ER, p. 246) - FairPoint agrees
VIII-6 (ER, p. 246) - FairPoint agrees
XIII-3 (ER, p. 252) - FairPoint agrees
ETC(ER, p. 254) - FairPoint agrees
X-2 (ER, p. 262) - FairPoint agrees
V-D-3 (ER, p. 121) - FairPoint agrees (provided agreements are submitted for

information only)
VI-B-4 (ER, p. 191) - FairPoint agrees (provided PUC establishes criteria after

approval, which assure compensation for only claims with significant
merit)

VI-C-3 (ER, p. 218) - FairPoint agrees (provided FairPoint has ability to request
modification of statewide rates condition in the future)

The limitations indicated above represent FairPoint's position, but are not resolved by

this Stipulation. The extent to which the limitations are adopted shall be decided by the

Commission on the basis of the arguments in the Briefs and Exceptions of the Parties in

this proceeding.

2. FairPoint will cause Telco to continue to offer to residential and business

retail customers a local exchange, stand-alone basic service. Telco will not seek

Commission approval for an increase in Maine basic exchange rates to take effect

during the five-year AFOR period following the Closing Date, and the OPA agrees not to

seek a reduction to such rates to take effect during such period.

3. To the extent that a final and non-appealable federal court order

determines that the Commission may proceed with its investigation in Docket No. 2006-

274, relating to allegations that Verizon New England participated in an alleged foreign

intelligence program of the National Security Agency involving customer records,

Verizon New England agrees that it will not rely upon this transaction as a basis to
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contest the jurisdiction of the Commission to conduct such investigation consistent with

the terms of the Court's order.

4. FairPoint has agreed to a third party monitor for the Transition Services

Agreement cutover process, pursuant to scope of work established by state

commissions, to be paid for by FairPoint.

5. FairPoint agrees to provide monthly reports to the Commission beginning

immediately to provide the staffing status for FairPoint's northern New England service

area, with particular emphasis on adequacy of technical skills for workers being placed

in new positions due to any significant departure of experienced staff in the period six

months before, to six months after, close of the transaction. The report shall include

training plans and progress associated with bringing workers in new technical positions

up to adequate skill levels.

6. FairPoint agrees to provide the PUC after closing with the financial

information reporting as recommended in the Examiner's Report.

7. FairPoint agrees that upon closing Telco will adopt the Cost Allocation

Manual of Verizon New England (Verizon CAM) and shall comply with said Verizon CAM

with respect to the allocation and assignment of costs between Telco and its affiliates.

Telco shall not be required to submit written agreements regarding the provision of

services for the Commission's approval under 35-A M.R.SA § 707 until six months after

closing, provided that Telco complies with the Verizon CAM. Within six months after the

closing, Telco will submit for the Commission's approval under Section 707 all proposed

agreements between Telco and its affiliates for the provision of services. At that time,

Telco shall also submit for the Commission's review its proposed, amended CAM for use

in the future (which may consist of a proposed continuation of the Verizon CAM). The

proposed CAM shall include all policies, procedures, and agreements governing

services provided between and among FairPoint affiliates, in a manner consistent with
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35-A M.R.SA § 713. Such CAM shall assure that cost of developing the FairPoint

systems used to replace the Verizon systems by Cutover are appropriately allocated to

Telco and that adequate compensation is provided to Telco by any other FairPoint

affiliates that might use these systems or any of Telco's facilities. FairPoint reserves the

right to take the position upon submission of the CAM that there should be a single CAM

effective for all three states. FairPoint's submission shall also include a detailed budget

pro forma of charges to and from affiliates for the three-state operation (and the

individual states), for 2008, including the actual cost basis for the charge at its

originating location. FairPoint shall provide a copy of its submission to the Office of the

Public Advocate.

8. FairPoint agrees that for one year following cutover, and for any period

thereafter during which the Leverage Ratio exceeds 4.0 for three consecutive quarters,

FairPoint will not consummate any business acquisition with a transaction value of the

acquired business in excess of $100 million without Commission approval, unless

FairPoint requests and is granted an exemption from approval of the acquisition under

35-A M.R.SA § 708. This condition shall be effective for three years following closing.

Nothing in this provision shall limit the Commission's jurisdiction to review and approve

reorganizations as set forth under Maine law.

9. FairPoint agrees to provide near-final drafts of the debt agreements no

later than one month prior to close to the Commission for the information of the

Commission. To the extent the drafts define "Total Indebtedness" and "Adjusted

EBITDA" in a manner different than the definition of those terms in Section A(2),

FairPoint shall call such differing definitions to the attention of the Commission in its

filing. FairPoint will assure that said debt agreements do not provide for the guaranty of

said debt by any of its Maine ILEC operating companies or for securing said debt by a

security interest in the assets of said ILEC operating companies.
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10. In the first general rate case for Telco, Telco's rates may not reflect higher

capital costs based on FairPoint's potentially higher risk level and potentially higher

average weighted cost of capital, and ratepayers shall be held harmless from capital

costs that exceed Verizon's average weighted cost of capital.

11. FairPoint agrees that it will conduct an analysis of whether there are

potential benefits of seeking a waiver of the "parent trap" rule. If the analysis shows

potential benefits and FairPoint does not pursue such a waiver, FairPoint shall provide

the PUC with an explanation of its decision.

12. Recommended Conditions in Examiner's Report Not Resolved by

Stipulation. The adoption of the following Recommended Decisions, as well as the

issues referred to in the following paragraph, are not resolved by this Stipulation and will

be decided by the Commission on the basis of the arguments in the Briefs and

Exceptions of the Parties in this proceeding, subject to the understanding that

FairPoint's objection on the last two recommendations as stated in its Exceptions is

modified as indicated below:

VI-B-3 (ER, p. 191) -- (suspension of cutover)
VI-C-4 (b) (ER, p. 218) -- (separate DSL subsidiary)

XIII-1 (ER, p. 252) -- (waiver of FCC price cap rules). FairPoint has requested
waiver and will inform PUC of FCC's decision and its plans if waiver is
denied.

XIII-2 (ER, p. 252) -- (access and SLC rate freeze). FairPoint agrees only to 3-
year cap on rates for special access circuits.

13. Wholesale Issues Not Resolved by Stipulation. The wholesale issues in

this proceeding (Group III-A) are not resolved by this Stipulation and will be decided by

the Commission on the basis of the arguments in the Briefs and Exceptions of the

Parties in this proceeding ..

14. FairPoint represents and warrants that it has not entered into any

separate undisclosed agreements with Verizon which conflict with this Stipulation,
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including any agreement by which FairPoint compensates Verizon or Verizon

compensates FairPoint with. respect to any of the provisions of this Stipulation.

IV. PROCEDURAL PROVISIONS

1. Timinq and Conditions: The Stipulation shall be approved without modification or

additional condition and on a timely basis to permit closing on January 31, 2008

(assuming receipt of other applicable regulatory approvals).

2. Record. The record on which the Commission may base its determination whether to

accept and approve this Stipulation shall consist of this Stipulation, all documents

provided by in the form of prefiled testimony and exhibits and responses to data

requests in this proceeding, the transcript of any hearing that was or may be held on this

Stipulation, all exhibits introduced at any such hearing, and any other material furnished

by Staff to the Commission, either orally or in writing, at the time of the Commission's

consideration of this proceeding.

3. Non-Precedential Effect. The Stipulation shall not constitute an admission by an

executing party of any factual or legal issue or matter, nor be considered legal

precedent, and neither this document nor the settlement discussions that led to it shall

be used as evidence in any proceeding unrelated to the enforcement of this Stipulation,

nor shall it preclude a party from raising any issues in any future proceeding or

investigation on similar matters subsequent to this proceeding.

4. Stipulation as Inteqral Document. This Stipulation represents the full agreement

between all parties to the Stipulation and rejection of any part of this Stipulation

constitutes a rejection of the whole and the Stipulation shall thereafter be null and void.

5. The parties executing this Stipulation agree not to (i) propose that the Commission

require any condition at variance with those expressly provided for or allowed by this

Stipulation in connection with the approval of the Merger or modify any condition
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contained herein, or (ii) directly or indirectly support the request by any other party or

intervenor to require the imposition of any further condition or the modification of any

condition.

6. The parties to this Stipulation agree to devote their best efforts towards approval of the

proceeding on the terms set forth herein and each party agrees not to take any actions

in any forum that would reasonably appear to contradict or diverge from the terms set

forth in this Agreement. In the event that the Merger does not close or this Stipulation

and its terms are not adopted by the Commission in their entirety and without

modification, this Stipulation and all of the terms and conditions contained herein shall

be null and void.

7. Immediately prior to the Merger closing, Verizon, Spinco and FairPoint shall amend their

transaction agreements to the extent required to reflect the applicable terms expressly

set forth herein.
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WHEREFORE, the parties have caused this Stipulation to be duly executed in

their respective names by their representatives as of the date first above written, each

being fully authorized to do so.

FOR VERIZON NEW ENGLAND,
NEW CO, AND TELCO:

Printed Name:

FOR THE MAINE OFFICE OF
THE PUBLIC ADVOCATE:

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

1290591.2
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FOR FAIRPOINT MAINE
TELEPHONE COMPANIES:

~I~~Plio ed Na e:

FOR THE MPUC ADVOCACY
STAFF:

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:



WHEREFORE, the parties have caused this Stipulation to be duly executed in

their respective names by their representatives as of the date first above written, each

being fully authorized to do so.

FOR VERIZON NEW ENGLAND,
NEWCO, AND TELCO:

0~-«l,~)&d Q
Printed Name: Donald W. Boecke

FOR THE MAINE OFFICE OF
THE PUBLIC ADVOCATE:

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:
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FOR FAIRPOINT MAINE
TELEPHONE COMPANIES:

Printed Name:

FOR THE MPUC ADVOCACY
STAFF:

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:
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WHEREFORE, the parties have caused this Stipulation to be duly executed in

their respective names by their representatives as of the date first above writlen, each

being fully authorized to do so.

FOR VcRIZON NEW ENGLAND,
NEWCO. AND TELCO:

FOR FAIRPOINT MAINE
TELEf'HONE COMPANIES:

Printed Name:

FOR THE MAINE OFFICE OF.
THE PUBLIC ADVOCATE:

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

.;,' ..

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

DVOC~;J
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Printed Name:
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WHEREFORE. the parties have caused this Stipulation to be duly executed in

their respective names by their representatives as of the date first above written, each

being fully authorized to do so.

FOR VERIZON NEW ENGLAND,
NEWCOi AND TELCO:

Printed Name:

FOR THE MAIN OFFICE OF
THE PUBLIC A ~

W

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

FOR

Printed Name:

21

FOR FAIRPOINT MAINE
TELEPHONE COMPANIES:

Printed Name:

FOR THE MPUC ADVOCACY
STAFF: .

Printed Name: .

FOR

Printed Name: .

FOR

Printed Narne:

FOR

Printed Name:



2007-67
Amended Stipulation

Attachment 1

As part of a comprehensive resolution of all issues pending in this Docket and in
Docket No. 2005-155, upon closing, FairPoint shall adopt in Maine an SOl based
substantially on the current SOl provisions of the Verizon Maine AFOR.

FairPoint's SOl shall differ from the current Verizon Maine AFOR SOl in the
following details:

1. The "Dial Tone Speed" and "% blocked calls" metrics shall be eliminated from the
SOL

2. The "Duration of Res. Outages" metric as proposed in AFOR and Merger
Examiners Reports in 2005-155 and 2007-67 shall be added to the SOL This
metric is based on ARMIS data and reflects the average outage duration for a
residential customer.

3. Penalties: the base penalty provision contained in the original SOl shall be
retained: Le., the base penalty shall be 1/100 X (annual perf. _
benchmark/benchmark) X 75,000,000, up to the existing AFOR penalty provision
limit of $1.135 million per metric. If FairPoint has failed to achieve its
performance benchmark for a given metric in two or more consecutive years,
beginning after July 1, 2008, the SOl penalty for that metric shall be the base
penalty for that metric multiplied by a multiplier equal to the number of
consecutive years that penalty has been missed.

4. Ramp up: FairPoint shall not be subject to the current benchmarks for a two year
ramp up period following closing for three specific metrics: (1) the "Customer
Trouble Reports per 100 lines," (2) "Res. Trouble reports not Cleared in 24
hours," and (3) "Duration of Res. Outages" metrics. To establish the benchmarks
during the ramp-up years, the difference between Verizon's 2006-2007
performance for each of these metrics and the corresponding benchmark will be
equally apportioned to the Verizon's 2006-2007 performance for each year of the
ramp-up period so that each benchmark reaches historic levels for the third year
of the AFOR (2010-2011). See example below for benchmark calculation. For
the "Duration of Res. Outages" metric, the difference between Verizon's
performance (based on ARMIS data) for 2006 (or the last year it is available) and
the benchmark goal of 17.5 hours will be equally apportioned in the same fashion
as described for the other two metrics. Penalties during the ramp-up period for
these three metrics would be no different than other metrics.

Sample benchmark calculation for "Res. Trouble reports not Cleared in 24 hours:"

Verizon's 2006/2007 Performance = 41.00%
Benchmark = 21.10 %

Difference = 41.00 - 21.10 = 19.9 divided by 3 yrs =6.63% per year

41.00 - 6.63 = 34.37% Benchmark for 2008/2009
34.37 - 6.63 = 27.74% Benchmark for 2009/2010
27.74 - 6.63 = 21.10% Original benchmark for 2010/2011

1290781.2
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Exhibit 3

STATE OF VERMONT
PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD

Joint Petition ofVerizon New England Inc., )
dfb/ a Verizon Vermont, Certain Affiliates )
Thereof, and FairPoint Communications, )
Inc. for approval of an asset transfer, )
acquisition of control by merger and )
associated transactions )

Docket No. 7270

STIPULATION AMONG FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS, INC.,
VERIZON NEW ENGLAND INC. AND THE VERMONT

DEP ARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

With respect to the above-captioned docket, FairPoint Communications, Inc.

("FairPoint"), Verizon New England Inc., d/b/a Verizon Vermont on behalf of itself and its

affiliates NYNEX Long Distance Company, Verizon Select Services Inc., Bell Atlantic

Communications Inc., Northem New England Telephone Operations LLC, and Enhanced

Communications of Northem New England Inc. (collectively, "Verizon"), and the Vermont

Department of Public Service ("Department" or "DPS") stipulate and agree as follows:

WHEREAS, on January 31,2007, Verizon and FairPoint filed a Joint Petition under 30

V.S.A. § 107, 109,231 and 311, seeking an order approving the transaction pursuant to which

FairPoint will acquire Verizon' s local exchange and long distance businesses in Vermont (the

"Proposed Merger and Related Transactions");

WHEREAS, the Vermont Public Service Board (the "Board") issued an order dated

December 21, 2007 in which the Board denied the petition filed by FairPoint and Verizon and

stated that: "we are persuaded that the proposed acquisition offers potential benefits to the

Vermont customers now served by Verizon: (1) improved service quality; (2) expansion of

broadband coverage to reach over 80 percent ofVerizon's current customers, along with faster



speeds; (3) a commitment to make adequate investment in the infrastructure; (4) expanded

service offerings; and (5) the presence of a company whose major interest is providing wireline

telecommunications service in Vermont and the other northem New England states;"

WHEREAS, the Board stated that "because of these potential benefits, we remain open to

a new filing from FairPoint that seeks to address the financial concems that we describe in this

Order," and stated that "we will leave this docket open for a period of time to permit FairPoint

and Verizon to modify their proposal" to address the Board's concems;

WHEREAS, the Board further stated "but for these financial risks, we would approve the

merger;" and

WHEREAS, the Department filed testimony raising certain concerns regarding the

proposed transaction, and since the issuance of the order the Department, FairPoint and Verizon

have engaged in settlement negotiations and have settled certain matters pertaining to the joint

petition of FairPoint and Verizon.

NOW, THEREFORE, FairPoint, Verizon and the Department stipulate and agree as

follows:

1. Capital Expenditures/Dividend Restriction. During the three years following the

Closing Date, FairPoint shall make, on average, annual capital investments in Vermont in

the following minimum amounts:

First Year:

Average of First Two Years:

Average of First Three Years:

$ 41,000,000.00

$ 40,000,000.00

$ 40,000,000.00

To assure investment in the network occurs as projected by FairPoint, total dividend

payments by FairPoint to its common shareholders following the two year anniversary of
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the closing will be reduced the following year by the amount in which the annual average

capital expenditures made in Vermont over the two years is less than $40 million, and

dividends paid in the year following the three year anniversary will be reduced by the

amount in which the annual average capital expenditures over the three-year period is

less than $40 million.

2. Further Dividend Restrictions.

(a) Beginning with the fIrst full quarterly dividend paid after the closing of the

Merger, FairPoint shall reduce its aggregate annual dividends payable on common stock

(currently $1.59 per share) by 35% which is effectively an annual reduction of

approximately $49.7 million from current projected levels after the Merger. FairPoint

shall not be allowed to subsequently increase its per share dividend until this limitation is

terminated pursuant to paragraph 4.

(b) FairPoint shall not declare or pay any dividend on the common stock of

FairPoint following the end of any three consecutive fIscal quarters during which the

Leverage Ratio exceeds 5.50 (reduced to 5.0 at and after the fIfth full calendar quarter

following the Closing Date) or the Interest Coverage Ratio is less than 2.25. FairPoint

shall use funds that would otherwise be available to pay dividends but for this restriction

to fIrst repay outstanding borrowings under its revolving credit agreement and second to

prepay Tenn Loan borrowings (unless the loan agreements require a different order of

payment) until such repayments reduce the debt as of the end ofthe last respective

quarter such that the Leverage Ratio is reduced to 5.5 or 5.0, respectively. (There will not

be any limitation on dividends paid during the fIrst two full fIscal quarters following the

closing beyond the reduction agreed to in paragraph 2(a).)
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(c) FairPoint shall limit the cumulative amount of payments of dividends on

its outstanding common stock (excluding the first two full quarterly dividend payments

after the closing) to not more than the cumulative adjusted free cash flow (before

dividends) generated from and after the Closing Date.

(d) The conditions in paragraphs (b) and (c) will not be effective until the

third full fiscal quarter following the closing, to be consistent with the proposed credit

agreement. For all purposes in this Stipulation Leverage Ratio shall be defined as the

ratio of Total Indebtedness to Adjusted EBITDA. In calculating the Leverage Ratio, for

purposes of this Stipulation, FairPoint shall use the outstanding gross debt amount

reduced by any available cash balance, provided that the amount of cash netted against

gross debt shall be no more than $25 million. The definitions of Total Indebtedness and

Adjusted EBITDA shall be the same as those contained in FairPoint's current loan

documents and as modified by the terms of the new loan documents.

3. Debt Reduction. Beginning in the first quarter of2009, FairPoint agrees to pay the

higher of $35,000,000 mIDually, or 90% of allliual Free Cash Flow, to be applied equally

in each fiscal quarter, towards the permanent reduction of the principal amount of the

Term Loan(s). Free Cash Flow is defined as the cash flow remaining after all operating

expenses, interest payments, tax payments, capital expenditures, dividends and other

routine cash expenditures have occurred. (For the first year of operations, this calculation

would include all adjustments permitted by the current and the new loan documents.)

4. Tennination of Financial Conditions. The requirements and conditions in

paragraphs 2(a), (b) & (c) and 3, above, shall tenninate upon FairPoint achieving a
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Leverage Ratio of 3.5 for any three consecutive fiscal quarters, provided that if within

two years of the end of such three consecutive fiscal quarters achieving the Leverage

Ratio of 3.5, the Leverage Ratio exceeds 4.0 for any three consecutive quarters, the

limitations and conditions in paragraphs 2(a), (b) & (c) and 3 will become effective and

remain effective until the earlier of five years after the end of such three consecutive

fiscal quarters achieving a Leverage Ratio of 3.5 or ten years after the Closing Date. In

any event, the limitations and conditions in paragraphs 2(a), (b) & (c), 3 and 4 shall

terminate no later than ten years after the Closing Date. (For the purpose of clarity, if

over the ten year period FairPoint does not achieve the Leverage Ratio of 3.5 for three

consecutive quarters, the limitations and conditions remain in effect over the entire ten

year period.)

5. Working Capital Adjustment. Verizon will provide at or before closing a

contribution to Northern New England Spinco Inc. ("Spinco") that will increase Spinco's

working capital in the amount of $235.5 million in addition to the amount specified for

working capital in the Distribution Agreement as of the date hereof. FairPoint shall use

$235.5 million to repay permanently (or otherwise not incur), not later than 30 days after

the closing ofthe Merger, the Term Loan or the Spinco Securities issued or incuned at

closing.

6. At closing, FairPoint will adopt the Perfonnance Enhancement Plan to support its

service quality and broadband commitments, attached to the Stipulation as Attachment

A-I. The Department, Verizon and FairPoint agree that as a result of the agreements and

merger conditions contained in this Stipulation, there is no need for the Board to include
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the Department's proposed condition number 6 (concerning restrictions on cash transfers

to the FairPoint parent company) in its order.

7. FairPoint has agreed to an independent third party monitor for the Transition

Services Agreement cutover process pursuant to the scope of work ("FairPoint Cutover

Monitoring Statement of Scope", attached as Attachment A-2) established by

representatives of the Department, the Maine Public Utilities Commission and the New

Hampshire Public Utilities Commission, to be paid for by FairPoint.

8. Prior to the Merger closing, Verizon, Spinco and FairPoint shall amend their

transaction agreements to the extent required to reflect the applicable terms expressly set

forth herein.

9. FairPoint, Verizon and the Department agree that the Board should approve the

Proposed Merger and Related Transactions pursuant to 30 V.S.A. §107, 109, 231 and

311, subject to the conditions set forth in Paragraphs 1-7 of this Stipulation and the

conditions outlined in Appendix B of the Board's order in this docket dated

December 21,2007, other than those conditions for which FairPoint and Verizon seek

modification or reconsideration in a timely fashion. Nothing in this stipulation shall bar

FairPoint or Verizon from seeking reconsideration or modification of any of the Board's

proposed conditions in Appendix B, nor shall the Department be foreclosed from

opposing any such request. The Department agrees that, subject to these conditions, such

transactions (including designation of Northem New England Telephone Operations

LLC, as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier under 47 U.S.C. §214( e) and in
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compliance with 47 C.F.R. §54.201), will promote the public good and the general good

of the state.

10. FairPoint, Verizon and the Department agree to devote their best efforts toward

Board approval of this Stipulation.

11. The parties agree that this Stipulation shall not be construed by any party or

tribunal as having precedential impact on any future proceeding involving the parties,

except as necessary to implement this Stipulation or to enforce an order of the Board

resulting from this Stipulation.

12. This Stipulation shall be approved without modification or additional condition on

the subjects addressed herein. This Stipulation represents the only agreement between

the pmiies to the Stipulation and rejection of any part of this Stipulation constitutes a

rejection of the whole and the Stipulation shall thereafter be null and void. In the event

that the Merger does not close or this Stipulation and its terms are not adopted by the

Board in their entirety and without modification, this Stipulation and all of the terms and

conditions contained herein shall be null and void.
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Dated: January 8,2008.

Dated 1/1/01

Dated:

VERIZON NEW ENGLAND INC., NYNEX LONG
DISTANCE COMPANY, VERIZON SELECT SERVICES
INC., BELL ATLANTIC COMMUNTCA nONS, INC.,
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND SPINCO INC.,
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
OPERATIONS LLC and ENHANCED
COMMUNICATIONS OF NORTHERN NEW
ENGLAND INC.

By their attorneys:

~
~- --Alexander . Moore

185 Franklin Street, 13th Floor
Boston, MA 02110-1585

Peter H. Zamore
Sheehey Furlong & Behm P.C.
30 Main Street, 6th Floor
Burlington, VT 05402-0066

FAIRPOINT COMIv.fUNICATIONS, INC.

By its attorneys:

Shirley 1. Linn
Executive Vice President
and General Counsel
521 E. Morehead Street, Suite 250
Charlotte, NC 28202

Nancy S. Malmquist
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC
90 Prospect Street, P.O. Box 99
St. Johnsbury, VT 05819-0099
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Dated: January 8, 2008.

Dated:

VERIZON NEW ENGL<\.ND INC., NYNEX LONG
DISTANCE COIvIPANY, VERIZON SELECT SERVICES
INC., BELL ATLANTIC COMl\1UNICATIONS, TNe.,
NORTHERN l\TEWENGLAND SPINCO INC.,
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAl\TD TELEPHONE
OPER.n..TIONS LLC and ENHANCED
COMMUN1CA TIONS OF NORTHERN NEW
ENGLAND INe.

By their attomeys:

Alexander W. Moore
185 Franklin Street, 13lh Floor
Boston, MA 02110-1585

Peter H. Zamore
Shechcy Furlong & Behm P.e.
30 Main Street, 6tl1 Floor
Burlington, VT 05402-0066

FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

By its attomcys:

Dated:
b ..

Shirley .T.Linn
Executive Vice President
and General Counsel
521 E.Morehead Street, Suite 250
Charlotte, NC 28202

Nancy S. Malmquist
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC
90 Prospect Street, P.O. Box 99
St. Jolmsbury, VI 05819-0099
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VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

Dated: Ja.&<... <6;rJ tJD ~ By:

James H. Porter III, Esq.
Special Counsel
Drawer 20
Chittenden Bank Building
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
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Attachment A-I

Performance Enhancement Plan

A Purpose and relationship to existing SOP: The Performance Enhancement Plan (PEP) is
intended to create strong incentives for FairPoint to improve historic areas of poor performance
in the legacy Verizon- Vermont service territory, discourage development of new areas of poor
performance, and create a strong incentive for timely completion of FairPoint's broadband
investment commitments in Vermont. Although the PEP measures service quality performance
using many of the same performance areas as the existing Service Quality Plan (SQP), as well as
some additional ones, it is intended to be supplemental to the SQP, and does not change or alter
the SQP in any way. Dollars generated under the PEP are primarily intended to be made
available to fund incremental expenditures that will improve service quality, but a small amount
may be forfeited for other specified purposes, so as to provide an incentive for FairPoint to limit
accumulation of dollars under the PEP and to avoid any delays in the agreed upon deployment of
broadband.

B. Generation of PEP Fund dollars due to service quality: FairPoint will set aside money in a
PEP Fund each year if it fails to meet certain service quality performance measurements in
calendar years 2008, 2009, and 2010. FairPoint shall hold such monies until disbursed according
to the requirements of the PEP, recognizing that in certain circumstances incremental remedial
disbursements may, in compliance with paragraph C. below, precede the set asides. Tnany case,
incremental remedial disbursements made during the year under this plan will reduce the set
asides consistent with paragraph C. below. FairPoint shall set aside an amount to be determined
by the number of SQP Annual Service Quality Performance Areas for which FairPoint's
performance in that year does not meet the baseline standard and by the number of "Service
Quality Events" (defined below) that FairPoint experiences. FairPoint shall be obligated to set
aside up to a maximum of $12.5 million in the PEP Fund for each calendar year for reasons
related to its service quality delivered in that calendar year. The maximum and first priority to
fund the set aside shall be cash funding up to $10 million with any additional set asides covered
by reserving the appropriate amount under FairPoint's credit facility. Performance
measurements under the PEP will apply to performance by FairPoint after it assumes
responsibility for operations.

1. Annual,(,,'ervice Quality PeJj"ormance Areas. For each Performance Area in the SQP
(except Performance Area 9) for which FairPoint's performance does not meet the
baseline standard as of each calendar year end, FairPoint shall set aside $5 million in
the PEP Fund at the time it reports mmual service quality performance to the
Department and the Board.

2. Service Quality .t\Jel7lS. For each Service Quality Event FairPoint experiences,
FairPoint shall set aside $1.0 million in the PEP Fund within 30 days of the event.
An Event shall consist of any of the following (Events due to Acts of God or force
majeure will not be counted as Events for purposes of the PEP; however, for purposes
of this PEP, the term" Acts of God" does not include the occasional severe weather
that occurs in Vermont. ):
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a. Each month equal to three or more consecutive months in which the network
trouble report rate for an exchange exceeds 1.4 trouble reports per 100 lines in
service. Each exchange exceeding the standard shall constitute an event.!

b. Each month equal to three or more consecutive months in which the rate of
business troubles not cleared in 24 hours for an exchange exceeds 10% of
business troubles. Each exchange exceeding the standard shall constitute an
event.

c. Each month equal to three or more consecutive months in which the rate of
residential troubles not cleared in 24 hours for an exchange exceeds 30% of
residential troubles. Each exchange exceeding the standard shall constitute an
event.

d. A service outage affecting more than 50 access lines simultaneously resulting
in a "no dial tone" condition for more than 5 hours.

e. An interoffice facility failure or blockage impacting a central office for more
than 30 minutes where the number of access lines affected multi plied by the
number of minutes in duration exceeds 900,000.

f. A loss of interoffice calling capability from one host central office to another
as a result of a Signaling System failure for more than 30 minutes.

g. Any year in which the number of Fair Point consumers who file complaints
with the Department of Public Service that are ultimately classified as
escalations following investigations exceeds 140 per calendar year.

C. Service Quality remediation and use of the PEP Fund: Upon triggering of a set-aside of
dollars into the PEP Fund, whether due to a reported Service Quality Performance Area, or due
to a Service Quality Event, FairPoint shall produce a remediation plan within 30 days to address
the issue leading to the triggering of the set-aside. FairPoint may propose a remediation plan at
any time that addresses the service quality events and performance areas addressed by this plan.
The remediation plan may include use of PEP Fund dollars for capital expenditures or operating
expenses. Such expenditures or expenses must be incremental to FairPoint's budgeted or planned
annual Vermont operations expenses and capital expenditures and must be used to fund new or
additional activities to remediate the issue. Upon request of the Department or upon its own
motion and after notice and opportunity for hearing, the Board may reject FairPoint's proposal to
use PEP Fund money if it finds it does not meet the criteria stated herein for use of such funds, or
may disallow credit for such use if the expenditures are made prior to the year end calculation for
the set aside.

D. Broadband: At the end of2008, 2009 and 2010 if FairPoint fails to meet its broadband
requirement under the alternative regulation plan, it shall pay $1. 0 million to the Vermont
Telecommunications Authority ("VTA") for each year it fails to meet its required milestone.
Payments shall be made by January 31 after the end of the year in which it failed to meet the
milestone If FairPoint fails to meet the requirement from Docket 7270 to provide 100%

1 For e.xall1ple,ir exchange A has a nelwork trouble report rdle or].5 ror lhree consecutive 1110nths,that would
constitute one Service Quality Event. If exchange A has a network trouble report rate of 1.5 for four consecutive
months, tllat would constitute four consecutive months, that would constitute two Service Quality Events. If
exchange A and exchange B each have network trouble report rates that exceed 1.5 for four consecutive months, that
would constitute four Service Quality Events.
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broadband availability in 50% of its exchanges, it shall also pay to the VIA $350,000 per
exchange below the 50% of exchanges target in which it did not achieve 100% broadband
availability, up to a maximum of $9 million. It shall make these payments by January 31,2011.
Payments by FairPoint to the VIA shall not relieve FairPoint of any obligations to perform on
broadband expansion obligations.

E. Forfeiture of PEP Fund Dollars: liller any calendar year in which PEP Fund dollars spent for
remediation is less than the total of PEP Fund set-asides due to (i) failures to meet the baseline
standards of Annual Service Quality Performance Areas in the prior calendar year and (ii)
Service Quality Events in the present calendar year2, FairPoint shall each year forfeit the lower
of$500,000 orthe balance remaining in the PEP Fund to the VIA. FairPoint shall make these
payments after the close of the calendar year on or betore March 15, 2009, March 15, 2010, and
March 15,2011. By December 31,2011, FairPoint shall make an additional forfeiture to the
VI A from the PEP Fund in the amount of $1.0 million or the amount of money remaining (if
any) in the PEP Fund, whichever is less. If, after making the payment due by December 31,
2011, money remains in the PEP Fund, FairPoint may reclaim the remaining funds if at any time
after January 1, 2011 if it has not violated any Vermont service quality standard or requirement
applicable to it at the time for a period of not less than 12 months. Until such time as FairPoint is
able to reclaim the money or the PEP Fund is exhausted, FairPoint shall propose to the Board
additional remediation actions to fund out of the PEP Fund which will improve service quality
for consumers.

2 For purposes of this calculation, set-asides required for a Service Quality Eyent shall be counted on the date the
set-aside was made, not on the date the triggering event occurred.
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